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Abstract

The standardization of IT system security is always a common issue all over
the world. The security of a system is only as strong as the weakest link. For
software engineering, the link means each task in different process, such as design,
implementation, test, operation, maintenance and so on. The whole security of
IT systems can be guaranteed only when each task has been performed properly
according to consistent standard.

ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 are a pair of international standards for
information security evaluation. Rigorous evaluation based on the two ISO stan-
dards provides a unified way of comparisons among IT systems, such that the
developers can rationally show the security strength of their products and the
customers can easily choose suitable systems according to the evaluation results.
ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 establish a trustworthy relationship with com-
mon basis among all stakeholders of the target system, wherefore ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045 are widely used as national standard all over the world.

Security evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 is very com-
plex. The whole security evaluation process can be summarized as evaluators
receive the evaluation evidence from the developer performs the evaluation activ-
ities and provides the results of the evaluation assessment. Evaluators perform
evaluation activities to verify whether the target system complies with ISO/IEC
15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. Although, two ISO standards have given a set of in-
structions to guide the evaluation activities and specified detailed procedures how
to carry out those activities. It is not clear enough and difficult even for experi-
enced evaluators to accomplish the security evaluation. The security evaluation
process involves tens of documents and a wide variety of tasks. Such heavy work
shall cost lots of time and complex evaluation activities may cause evaluators mak-
ing mistakes. Moreover, to manage a lot of intermediate data in evaluation process
is difficult even for experienced evaluators. It is also difficult to ensure that eval-
uation is fair and transparent. Although each evaluator tries to evaluate a target
system earnestly, evaluation results may be different among evaluators because of
evaluators’ biases. These issues not only may result in consuming a lot of time,
but also may affect the correctness, accuracy, and fairness of evaluation results.
Thus, it is necessary to provide a supporting environment that supports all rel-
evant tasks in the evaluation process to reduce the complexity of all evaluators’
work and guarantee the quality of evaluation results at the same time. However,
there is no such environment existing until now.

This thesis presents a supporting environment for IT system security evaluation
based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 that integrates various supporting
tools to perform a complete process of security evaluation on the target IT sys-
tem. This supporting environment can provide facilities for evaluators to perform
all tasks in the evaluation process in a guided order. This supporting environment
can promote each task with locating the relevant contents in tens of documents
and providing helpful information or functions for evaluators to determine whether



these relevant contents are up to the standard. The supporting environment can
provide facilities for evaluator to manage all evaluation-relevant documents, inter-
mediate information and their reviews on the target systems during the evaluation.

To provide full facilities for performing the security evaluation process, we
firstly analyzed the whole security evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045 and clarified 674 necessary evaluation tasks. We also clarified
the procedure and detailed actions for each task. Under the consideration that
tasks with similar procedural pattern can be supported by the same method, we
then classified the detailed evaluation tasks into 7 groups according to the pattern
in the procedures and proposed appropriate supporting methods for each group
of evaluation tasks. According to these supporting methods, we designed and
implemented each necessary supporting tool. Considering the complicated rela-
tionship among various evaluation tasks, we clarified the sequence of evaluation
tasks and implement a supporting tool to guide evaluators perform all tasks in
right order. We analyzed all evaluation-relevant documents, intermediate infor-
mation and evaluators’ reviews, and then designed matched formats to transfer
these information into structured data that can be easily managed and used in the
evaluation process.

We then evaluated the completeness, usability and efficiency of the evalua-
tion supporting environment. We proposed an evaluation method to show the
completeness of this supporting environment and evaluated it at design level and
implementation level based on the method. We then discussed how this supporting
environment is capable and useful to provide comprehensive facilities to perform
all tasks in evaluation base ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. We also show
the efficiency of this supporting environment by comparing the consumed time
between evaluation with this supporting environment and a normal evaluation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The standardization of IT system security is always a common issue all over the
world. The security of a system is only as strong as the weakest link. For soft-
ware engineering, the ”link” means each task in different process, such as design,
implementation, test, operation, maintenance and so on. The whole security of
IT systems can be guaranteed only when each task has been performed properly
according to consistent standard.

ISO/IEC 15408 [1][2][3] and ISO/IEC 18045 [4] are a pair of international com-
petitive standards for information security evaluation. Rigorous evaluation based
on the two ISO standards provides a unified way of comparisons among IT sys-
tems, such that the developers can rationally show the security strength of their
products and the customers can easily choose suitable systems according to the
evaluation results. ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 establish a trustworthy re-
lationship with common basis among all stakeholders of the target system, where-
fore ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 are widely used as national standard all
over the world.

Security evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 is very com-
plex. The whole security evaluation process can be summarized as evaluators
receive the evaluation evidence from the developer performs the evaluation activ-
ities and provides the results of the evaluation assessment. Evaluators perform
evaluation activities to verify whether the target system complies with ISO/IEC
15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. Although, two ISO standards have given a set of in-
structions to guide the evaluation activities and specified detailed procedures how
to carry out those activities. It is not clear enough and difficult even for experi-
enced evaluators to accomplish the security evaluation. The security evaluation
process involves tens of documents and a wide variety of tasks. Such heavy work
shall cost lots of time and complex evaluation activities may cause evaluators mak-
ing mistakes. Moreover, to manage a lot of intermediate data in evaluation process
is difficult even for experienced evaluators. It is also difficult to ensure that eval-
uation is fair and transparent. Although each evaluator tries to evaluate a target
system earnestly, evaluation results may be different among evaluators because of
evaluators’ biases. These issues not only may result in consuming a lot of time,
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but also may affect the correctness, accuracy, and fairness of evaluation results.
Thus, it is necessary to provide a supporting environment that supports all rele-
vant tasks in the evaluation process to reduce the complexity of all evaluators’s
work and guarantee the quality of evaluation results at the same time. However,
there is no such environment existing until now.

1.2 Related Works

From view point of information security engineering, some approaches have been
proposed.

An approach [13] was proposed to support model-based security engineering us-
ing UML (Unified Modeling Language) by providing tool-support for the analysis
of UML models for security requirements. This approach utilizes the automated
theorem-prover (ATP) SETHEO to verify the security properties. A threat and
risk-driven methodology was proposed [14] to security requirement engineering.
This methodology extends the security engineering process using patterns by a
threat and risk-driven procedure to select adequate security mechanisms. Sys-
tems Security Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SSE-CMM) [10, 11] is
a model that describes the essential systems security processes and management
tasks in organizations. It can be used to indicate the development capability of
organizations. A security engineering methodology [12] was proposed for analyz-
ing, designing, developing, testing, and maintaining secure enterprise information
systems. It combined security risk control, enterprise security architecture, and
security management as an integrated framework.

ISEE [15, 16, 17], an information security engineering environment, was pro-
posed to provide comprehensive facilities to support design, development, manage-
ment, and maintenance of security facilities of information systems continuously
and consistently, and guides and helps all users to perform their tasks regularly
according to ISO/IEC security standards. Developing ISEE is an ongoing work
[18, 19, 21, 20]. The core component of ISEE is Information Security Engineering
Database ISEDS [18, 22, 23]. ISEDS manages all of information-security-relative
ISO standards, such as ISO/IEC 15408, ISO/IEC 18045, ISO/IEC 15408 and
ISO/IEC 18045 etc., and documents related with the standards, and provides in-
tegrated tools with the standards and documents. Each supporting tool of ISEE
supports users to doing one or several tasks in software life cycle processes. Ap-
propriate life cycle models were proposed to guide the sequence of executing tasks
[19, 24]. Analysis of which tasks can be supported by software tools were done.
Software supportable tasks relating to ISO/IEC 15408 [25, 26] and ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045 [24] were analyzed and clarified. The supporting tools for
corresponding supportable tasks [17, 26] were also proposed. Several tools were
developed [28, 20, 29, 21].

However, the original purpose of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 is to
compare the security capability among different information systems. there is
still no environment or software tools to support the evaluation process based on
two ISO standards from view point of third party and independent IT system
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evaluation.

1.3 Purpose and Objectives

This thesis presents a supporting environment for IT system security evaluation
based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 that integrates various supporting
tools to perform a complete process of security evaluation on the target IT sys-
tem. This supporting environment can provide facilities for evaluators to perform
all tasks in the evaluation process in a guided order. This supporting environment
can promote each task with locating the relevant contents in tens of documents
and providing helpful information or functions for evaluators to determine whether
these relevant contents are up to the standard. This is the first supporting envi-
ronment to support the whole security evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045.

To provide full facilities for performing the security evaluation process, we
firstly analyzed the whole security evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045 and clarified 674 necessary evaluation tasks. We also clarified
the procedure and detailed actions for each task. Under the consideration that
tasks with similar procedural pattern can be supported by the same method, we
then classified the detailed evaluation tasks into 7 groups according to the pattern
in the procedures and proposed appropriate supporting methods for each group
of evaluation tasks. According to these supporting methods, we designed and
implemented each necessary supporting tool. Considering the complicated rela-
tionship among various evaluation tasks, we clarified the sequence of evaluation
tasks and implement a supporting tool to guide evaluators perform all tasks in
right order. We analyzed all evaluation-relevant documents, intermediate infor-
mation and evaluators’ reviews, and then designed matched formats to transfer
these information into structured data that can be easily managed and used in the
evaluation process.

We then evaluated the completeness, usability and efficiency of the evalua-
tion supporting environment. We proposed an evaluation method to show the
completeness of this supporting environment and evaluated it at design level and
implementation level based on the method. We then discussed how this supporting
environment is capable and useful to provide comprehensive facilities to perform
all tasks in evaluation base ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. We also show
the efficiency of this supporting environment by comparing the consumed time
between evaluation with this supporting environment and a normal evaluation.

1.4 Structure of This Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents the background, motivation,
and purpose of this research. Chapter 2 gives explanations about international
standards ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045, the evaluation process based on two
ISO standards and the difficulties of promoting the evaluation process. Chapter 3
provides an analysis of tasks and documents in the evaluation process and provides
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a set of supporting methods to perform these evaluation tasks. Chapter 4 presents
the supporting environment, which integrated a series support tools to promote
all evaluation tasks in the evaluation process. Chapter 5 presents an evaluation of
this supporting environment, and conclusions are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Security Evaluation Based on
ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045

2.1 Overview

ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045[1][4] is a set of international competitive stan-
dards for security evaluation of IT systems. ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045
establish a trustworthy relationship with common basis among all stakeholders of
the target system that is evaluated and certified, and therefore ISO/IEC 15408 and
ISO/IEC 18045 are widely used all over the world. ISO/IEC 15408 gives a unified
vocabulary to describe security characteristics of the target systems. ISO/IEC
18045 provides a set of instructions that can be followed to conduct an ISO/IEC
15408 evaluation on the target system. These instructions describe the minimum
actions to be performed in the evaluation.

The whole security evaluation schemas based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045 can be summarized as evaluators receive the evaluation relevant document
(called evaluation evidence) from the developer performs the evaluation activities
and provides the results of the evaluation assessment. However, there is several
difficulties in security evaluation process. This section introduces ISO/IEC 15408
and ISO/IEC 18045, explains the evaluation process based on two ISO standards
and points out the difficulties of promoting the evaluation process.

2.2 ISO/IEC 15408 (Common Criteria)

ISO/IEC 15408 [1] (also known as Common Criteria, CC) is an international
standard for evaluation and certification of security facilities in IT systems. The
Common Criteria is the result of the integration of information technology and
computer security criteria. In 1983 the US issued the Trusted Computer Security
Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), which became a standard in 1985. Criteria develop-
ments in Canada and European ITSEC countries followed the original US TCSEC
work. The US Federal Criteria development was an early attempt to combine
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these other criteria with the TCSEC, and eventually led to the current pooling
of resources towards production of the Common Criteria. Version 1.0 of the CC
was published for comment in January 1996. Version 2.0 took account of exten-
sive review and trials during the next two years and was published in May 1998.
Version 2.0 was adopted by the International Organization for Standards (ISO) as
an International Standard (ISO/IEC 15408) in 1999.

In 2005, the interpretations that had been made to date were incorporated
into an update, version 2.3. This was published as ISO/IEC 15408-1:2005, 15408-
2:2005, and 15408-3:2005; ISO/IEC 15408 provides common criteria of security
evaluation and certification for IT systems and gives a unified vocabulary to de-
scribe security characteristics of the target systems.The standard is composed of
3 parts, CC part 1 provides overview of the whole standards. CC part 2 Security
functional components establishes a set of functional components as a standard
template of expressing the functional requirements for target information systems.
CC part 3 Security assurance components establishes a set of assurance com-
ponents as a standard way of expressing the assurance requirements for target
information systems.

2.3 ISO/IEC 18045 (Common Evaluation Method-

ology)

ISO/IEC 18045 (also known as Common Evaluation Methodology, CEM) [4] is
a companion standard to the CC. The CEM defines the minimum actions to be
performed by an evaluator using the criteria and evaluation evidences defined in
the CC, in order to conduct a evaluation result [7-9]. This common methodology
is the basis upon which the member nations have agreed to recognize the evalu-
ation results of one another, as specified in the Arrangement on the Recognition
of Common Criteria Certificates in the field of Information Technology Security.
This was first signed in 2000 and additional member nations continue to join this
agreement. The corresponding ISO standards was created as well and named as
ISO/IEC 18045 [12].

ISO/IEC 18045 is provides a set of instructions that can be followed to conduct
an ISO/IEC 15408 evaluation on the target system. ISO/IEC 18045 describe the
activities, sub-activities to be performed by different participants in the evaluation
process corresponding with CC.

There are direct relationships between the CC structure (i.e. class, family,
component and element) and the structure of the CEM. The CC has organised
the components in CC Part 2 and CC Part 3 into hierarchical structures: class
component element is provided to assist consumers, developers and evaluators in
locating specific components [7]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the correspondence between
the CC constructs of class, family and evaluator action elements and CEM activ-
ities, sub-activities and actions. However, several CEM tasks may result from the
requirements noted in CC developer action and content and presentation elements.
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2.4 Security Evaluation and Certification Based

on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045

The whole security evaluation schemas based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045 can be summarized as evaluators receive the evaluation relevant document
(called evaluation evidence) from the developer performs the evaluation activities
and provides the results of the evaluation assessment. The Fig. 2.1 shows an
evaluation process in ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 certificate schema. The
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Figure 2.1: Evaluation Process Based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045

evaluation process consists of three sub-processes: evaluation evidence preparing
process, evaluation performing process, evaluation certifying process. Participants
of those sub-processes are developers, evaluators and certifiers respectively.

In evaluation evidences preparing process, developers are responsible for pro-
viding and modifying evaluation evidences (EEs). At first, developers specify the
evaluation assurance level (EAL) of a target system or part of security facilities of
target system (Target of evaluation, target system) and submit EEs to evaluators.
Then developers shall modify or improve the target system continuously based on
analysis of Observation Reports (ORs) until the target systems gets certification.

In evaluation performing process, evaluators are responsible for evaluating a
target system by EEs and producing evaluation results. First, evaluators save
and manage EEs. Second, evaluators perform evaluation activities according to
CEM to verdict whether a target system is satisfying CC. In the case of a fail
verdict, the evaluator shall provide an OR to reflect the evaluation result or express
clarification needs. Until there is no more fail verdict, evaluators shall provide
Evaluation Technical Report (ETR) which presents technical justification of the
target systems security situation to certifiers.
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In evaluation certifying process, certifiers are responsible for judging ETRs and
ORs and publishing certification for target system. The Certificate Authority shall
verdict ETR and give Certification Review (CR), and evaluators present OR to
developers according to CR.

Moreover, through the whole evaluation process, evaluators shall ensure all
evaluation evidences and intermediate products are maintained the confidential-
ity and protected from alteration or loss. When the target system evaluation is
completed, evaluators shall deliver ETR and OR (if available) to the evaluation
authority, and control the disposal of evaluation evidences by returning, archiving
or destroying.

2.5 Difficulties in Security Evaluation Process

Participants in an evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045
maybe faced with several difficulties. These difficulties may not only result in
consuming a lot of time and money, but also cause the target audiences doubt
the certification of evaluation result. By do research about evaluation process
based on ISO/IEC 15408 and CEM certificate schema, we summarized the excising
difficulties during evaluation process and divided them into 8 kinds as following:

D1: D1: It is difficult for evaluators to protect documents from loss and alteration,
because the whole evaluation process involves 34 kinds of documents and 3
kinds participants, each document may be used many times by different kinds
of participants.

D2: It is a challenge for evaluators to find specific document from a large number
of documents. And there are some situations evaluators need to search specific
information from long and complex evaluation evidences. It is hard and time-
consuming work even for experienced evaluators.

D3: It is a challenge to ensure that all evaluation evidences are maintained the
confidentiality because there are many participants in evaluation process and
an evaluation evidence may be used times.

D4: It is a challenge for evaluation authority to ensure that their evaluators per-
form all activities satisfying a certain level of quality. It is difficult for eval-
uators to follow the ISO/IEC 18045 because the standard is not easy to
understand. Different evaluators may understand the standards in different
levels. Even if the evaluators understand the standards, the huge number of
sub-activities cause mistakes in intermediate products and evaluation results.

D5: It is difficult to ensure that evaluation is fair and transparent. Although each
evaluator tries to evaluate a target system earnestly, evaluation results may
be different among evaluators because of evaluators biases.
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D6: It is also a difficult for evaluation authority to ensure all evaluation activities
are performed in an appropriate sequence. Because there are some depen-
dencies between some sub-activities, and the relating sub-activities may be
performed by different evaluators.

D7: It is not easy to balance their work schedule and ensure intermediate products
exchanged safely.

D8: It is difficult to ensure that the generated ETRs or ORs according to the
ISO/IEC 18045 requirements, because ISO/IEC 18045 is not easy to under-
stand and evaluators may have different understanding of necessary content
and regular structure of ETR or OR.

Considering of the wide use of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 based evalu-
ation and the complexity of evaluators work, it is necessary to provide a supporting
environment which can supporting all evaluation tasks related to security evalua-
tion and also can support management of all documents and intermediate products
in the whole evaluation process to reduce human mistakes, and ensure fairness and
transparency. Such that the credibility of evaluation result can be improved and
the complexity of evaluation process can be reduced.
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Chapter 3

Supporting Security Evaluation
Process

3.1 Overview

To clarify what kind of support can be provided for the security evaluation pro-
cess based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045, we deeply analyzed the whole
process of security evaluation. ISO/IEC 18045 provided some instruction tasks to
guide evaluation activities, but these instruction is not clear enough. Therefore,
we proposed a set of rules to divide these instruction into detailed evaluation tasks
(minimum unit of evaluation work). We also clarified the procedure of each task.

Considering detailed evaluation tasks having similar procedural pattern can be
supported by the same method, we then classified the detailed evaluation tasks
into 7 groups according to the pattern in the procedures and proposed appropriate
supporting methods for each group of evaluation tasks. According to these sup-
porting methods, we designed and implemented each necessary supporting tool.

Beside of containing a lot of various tasks, the complicated security evaluation
process also involves many documents. We find all relevant document and proposed
XML-base templates for manage them in a structured way.

3.2 Analyze and Clarify Evaluation Tasks Based

on ISO/IEC 18045

Although, ISO/IEC 18045 has give a set of original evaluation tasks to guide the
following evaluation activities: evaluation activities on verifying and validating
Security Targets (ASE), evaluation activities on examining development process
(ADV), evaluation activities on examining guidance document (AGD), evaluation
activities on examining life-cycle support process (ALC), evaluation activities on
examining test process (ATE), evaluation activities on examining vulnerability
assessment process (AVA), and evaluation activities on examining the composition
process (ACO). However, some are not clear enough to develop software supporting
tools by which the evaluation works can be performed more efficiently. Therefore,
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we clarified the original set of evaluation tasks by following two rules.
Some original evaluation tasks required a lot of different steps, which required

each step to be separated into a separate evaluation task. Basically, we need one
of the evaluation tasks to correspond to only one step of the evaluation works.
Therefore, we clarified some original complicate tasks into several simple ones.

Some original evaluation tasks contains some implicit actions that the eval-
uators need to extract specific parts from varied documents and save them in a
specific format for other evaluation tasks. These actions should be separated into
an individual evaluation tasks because the extracted parts could be reused many
times in other evaluation tasks. Such kind of original tasks refer to comparing
and checking different parts of varied documents. The original descriptions in
ISO/IEC 18045 usually include the quantifiers such as “all ...”, “for each ...”, etc.
The extracted parts like that can be easily organized and managed as kinds of
lists.

We has clarified the original evaluation tasks and found 674 detailed evaluation
tasks: 168 detailed tasks about evaluation on Security Targets, 129 detailed tasks
about evaluation on development process, 11 detailed tasks about evaluation on
the guidance document process, 133 detailed tasks about evaluation on life-cycle
support process, 70 detailed tasks about evaluation on test process, 86 detailed
tasks about evaluation on vulnerability assessment process, and 77 detailed tasks
about evaluation on composition process. The Appendix A listed all detailed
evaluation tasks and shown the description of each task.

3.3 Classify Detailed Evaluation Tasks Based on

ISO/IEC 18045

We analyzed each detailed evaluation task and found that some tasks have similar
pattern with each other. Therefore we classified the detailed tasks into 7 groups.

• Sufficiency and Necessity of Content

The tasks in this group is about examining whether the contents is sufficient
or necessary or possible to occur misunderstanding for the documentation
relating to the under-evaluation system.

procedure pattern

1. Select the target document relating to the task.

2. Find out the section relating to the task.

3. Examine the content in these sections whether the contents is sufficient
or necessary or possible to occur misunderstanding for this ST according
to the provided explanations and tips.

For example, “The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance
to determine that it is reasonable.” This task need the evaluator to check
the rationality of the target document’s contents. The ‘operational user
guidance’ usually means user manuals.
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• Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside Relationship

The tasks in this group is about examining whether the relationship between
different parts in single document relating to the evaluation.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about the relationship between two parts in the single
document.

2. Find out these sections , that reflect the relationship.

3. Examine the sufficiency and necessity of the relationship by analysis
the contents of these sections according to the provided explanations
and tips.

For Example, “The evaluator shall examine the development information to
determine the correspondence, between the interfaces of the base component
and the interfaces on which the dependent component relies, is accurate.”
This task need the evaluator to check whether it is correct about the depen-
dency of the different parts in development information (a document, usually
referring to design documents) or not.

• Correctness of Outside Relationship

The tasks in this group is about examining whether claimed relationship
between different documents is the same as actual relationship.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about the relationship between different documents.

2. Find out these the elements in the first document and second doc-
ument relating to tasks.

3. Examine the sufficiency and necessity of the relationship by analysis
the contents of these sections according to the provided explanations
and tips.

For example, “The evaluator shall examine the test coverage analysis to
determine that the correspondence between the interfaces in the functional
specification and the tests in the test documentation is complete.” This
task need the evaluator to check whether the interfaces mentioned in test
documents (usually referring to test cases document) is all appearing in the
functional specification or not.

• Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside Relationship

The tasks in this group is about examining whether claimed relationship
between different documents is the same as actual relationship.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about the relationship between different documents.
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2. Find out these the elements in the first document and second doc-
ument relating to tasks.

3. Examine whether the set of elements in first document has one different
element from or is a subset of elements in the second document by
comparing the two sets.

For example, “The evaluator shall examine the mapping between the TOE
(Target of Evaluation) design description and the sample of the implemen-
tation representation to determine that it is accurate.” This task need the
evaluator to check whether it is correct about the mapping between the TOE
design description in ST and the implementation representation (usually re-
ferring to source code) or not.

• Production of Additional Contents Based on Single Document

The tasks in this group is to extract contents from a target document and
produce helpful information for other evaluation tasks.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about producing additional contents based on single
document.

2. Find out the source document.

3. Find out these the sections in source document.

4. Prepare the contents in a specified format and save these data.

For example, “The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential
vulnerabilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the TOE in
its operational environment.” This task need the evaluator to record the
potential vulnerabilities which could be used as test data or as an evidence
to prove the failure of target system in such operational environment.

• Production of Additional Contents Based on Multiple Documents

The tasks in this group is to extract contents from multiple documents and
produce helpful information for other evaluation tasks.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about production of additional contents based on mul-
tiple documents.

2. Find out the source documents.

3. Find out these the sections in source documents.

4. Prepare the contents in a specified format and save the data.

5. Compare the texts in these contents automatically and save the records.
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For example, “The evaluator shall identify possible potential vulnerabilities
in the TOE by searching ST, guidance documentation, functional specifica-
tion, TOE design and security architecture description evidence.” This task
need the evaluator to try to find possible potential vulnerabilities of target
system by search 4 different kinds of documents.

• Additional Physical Confirmation on Target System

The tasks in this group is to perform additional physical actions (for example,
installation, to confirm whether the target system can be operated properly.

procedure pattern

1. Select the tasks about additional physical confirmation on target sys-
tem.

2. Find out the document relating to additional physical confirmation.

3. Perform the actions specified in these document.

For example, “The evaluator shall conduct testing using a sample of test data
found in the developer test plan and procedures.” This task need the evalu-
ators to perform another testing by themselves, where test date provided by
developers should be used. In a way, this is a process of reconfirmation.

Basing on our analysis, we classified detailed tasks into 7 groups. TABLE 3.1
shows these groups and their amount.

Table 3.1: Counts of Each Classification of Detailed Evaluation Tasks

Group Count
Sufficiency and Necessity of Content 403
Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside Relationship 44
Correctness of Outside Relationship 88
Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside Relationship 26
Production of Additional Contents Based on Single Document 56
Production of Additional Contents Based on Multiple Documents 5
Additional Physical Confirmation on Target System 52

3.4 Supporting Methods for Security Evaluation

Process

We proposed the supporting methods under the consideration that procedures of
the tasks in the same group can be supported by the the same method. The
supporting method for each group is as follows:

Sufficiency and Necessity of Content: the tasks in this group are about
sufficiency or necessity of the contents in the specified section of a single docu-
ment. Those determinations on whether each task is performed properly can only
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be made by human. Thus, the supporting method for this group is providing an
environment to display only the specification of the target document and guidance
or helpful explanation. It is possible to implement by tagging related documents.
The environment is a convenience that the developers can focus on making the
determination and have no more need of finding out the relevant sections by them-
selves. Figure 3.1 show what kind of convenience that this supporting method can
provide.

Figure 3.1: Supporting Method for Tasks of Sufficiency and Necessity of Content

Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside Relationship: the tasks in this group
is about the sufficiency and necessity of the traceability between two different
sections in the same document, and those determinations on whether the targets
are satisfied can only be made by human. Thus, the supporting method for this
group is providing an environment in which the content of trace and the two
relevant sections are displayed automatically by search the tagging the document.
Some prepared explanations and tips will also be displayed in the environment to
help the developers to make the determination. The environment is a convenience
that the developers can focus on making the determination and have no more need
of finding out the relevant sections by themselves. Figure 3.2 show what kind of
convenience that this supporting method can provide.

Figure 3.2: Supporting Method for Tasks of Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside
Relationship

Correctness of Outside Relationship: the tasks in this group are about
whether the claimed relationship is correct or not and can be checked automatically
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by providing some functions. The functions can extract the relevant sections from
the first document formatted in XML and relevant documents formatted in XML,
and then compare these sections to confirm the relationship among these sections
according to the targets. The extraction and comparison can be easily completed
by the software that can save a lot of time for the evaluators. Figure 3.3 show
what kind of fuctions that this supporting method can provide.

Figure 3.3: Supporting Method for Tasks of Correctness of Outside Relationship

Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside Relationship: the tasks in this
group is about the sufficiency and necessity of the traceability between two differ-
ent sections in the different documents, and those determinations on whether the
targets are satisfied can only be made by human. Thus, the supporting method for
this group is providing an environment in which the content of trace and the two
relevant sections are displayed automatically by search the tagging the document.
Some prepared explanations and tips will also be displayed in the environment to
help the developers to make the determination. The environment is a convenience
that the developers can focus on making the determination and have no more need
of finding out the relevant sections by themselves. Figure 3.4 show what kind of
convenience that this supporting method can provide.

Figure 3.4: Supporting Method for Tasks of Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside
Relationship
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Production of Additional Contents Based on Single Document: the
tasks in this group is about producing additional contents based on single docu-
ment, and can be easily performed by the software tool. The software tool can
extract the relevant sections from the source document, reorganize these contents
in a prepared format, and save these data in prepared database. It is helpful for
the evaluator to reuse the additional data and save a lot of time. Figure 3.5 show
what kind of convenience that this supporting method can provide.

Figure 3.5: Supporting Method for Tasks of Production of Additional Contents
Based on Single Document

Production of Additional Contents Based on Multiple Documents:
the tasks in this group is about producing additional contents based on multiple
documents, and can be easily performed by the software tool. The software tool
must have the following functions: extracting the relevant sections from the source
documents; reorganizing and saving these contents in prepared formats; comparing
and recording the difference among these extracted contents. It is helpful for the
evaluation that these data can be reused as precondition for other tasks. Figure
3.6 show what kind of convenience that this supporting method can provide.

Additional Physical Confirmation on Target System: the tasks in this
group is about executing additional physical confirmation on target system, and
those execution can only be performed by human. Thus, the supporting method for
this group is providing an environment in which the detailed manual are displayed
automatically for the evaluators. Some prepared explanations and tips will also
be displayed in the environment to help the evaluators. The environment is a
convenience that the developers can focus on executing the required actions to
confirm the target system and have no more need of finding out the relevant
documents by themselves. Figure 3.7 show what kind of convenience that this
supporting method can provide.

Detailed Procedural Sequence: supporting for procedural sequence of tasks
can be performed automatically according to the relationship among the tasks. To
support the tasks, we built a hierarchical tree based on the procedure order. When
a task is going to be executed, the relevant tasks will be confirmed according to
the relationship. A list is produced to show all of the tasks whose execution must
be before the selected one’s. A second list is produced to show the tasks whose
examination can be performed after the selected one’s. It will provide a convenient
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Figure 3.6: Supporting Method for Tasks of Production of Additional Contents
Based on Multiple Documents

Figure 3.7: Supporting Method for Tasks of Additional Physical Confirmation on
Target System
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for the evaluators, because there is no need to prepare the execution order for the
targets and focus on examining the targets.

3.5 Documents in Security Evaluation Process

There are over 20 kinds of documents involved in evaluation process based on
ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. All the documents can be divide into 3
groups: evaluation evidences which are the input of evaluation process, intermedi-
ate documents which are produced and used during evaluation process, and finally
report which is output of evaluation process. The evaluation evidences includes
19 kinds of documents [5], that were the following:

• Security Target

• Security architecture

• Functional specification

• Target of Evaluation (TOE) design

• Implementation representation

• Operational user guidance

• Preparative procedures

• Configuration Management(CM) capabilities

• CM scope

• Delivery

• Development security

• Flaw remediation

• Lifecycle definition

• Tools and techniques

• Test coverage

• Test depth

• Functional tests

• Independent tests

• Vulnerability assessment
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IT systems who apply to obtain the evaluation of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045 have to develop and deliver a set of IT systems description documents called
evaluation evidences. Evaluation evidence is tangible evaluation deliverable [8].
As the input of evaluation process, evaluation evidences are very important and
confidential. evaluators shall perform configuration control of them in a high level
security. During evaluation process, evaluators need to cheek contents of evaluation
evidences according to ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045, therefore evaluators
should can search out specific content accurately and efficiently. Finally reports
are the outputs of evaluation process which used to describe evaluation results.
It is important to ensure that all those documents are with sufficient information
and protected the evaluation evidences from loss and alteration, and extract the
necessary information from various versions documents.

There are many difficulties and issues existing in evaluating IT systems based
on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. ISO/IEC 15408 is a set of security func-
tions and security. However, these components and instructions are hard under-
stood and has complex corresponding relationship between them. Moreover, there
are many available versions of these two standards, and the standards are pub-
lished, revised, withdrawn, and translated frequently with technology developing.
Thus, in order to enable effective utilization in the environment, database can
manage and protect all those documents in high security level is demanded.

3.6 XML Based Templates for Evaluation-Relative

Documents

In order to manage ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 standards, and relating
documents by database system, various characteristics of the standards and doc-
uments have to be taken into a careful consideration. A database system to solve
these issues should satisfy following requirements according to their characteristics.

The database system should correspond with semistructured structure of the
standards. The database system should manage all relating documents of evalua-
tion process and be able to extract needed parts from the standards and documents.
The database system should maintain the relationship among the standards and
the documents. The database system should manage every available versions and
translations of the standards and documents. The database systems should can be
updated easily corresponding with ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 updating.
The database system should manage progress of evaluation. The database sys-
tem should manage relationship between tools composed in evaluation supporting
environment.

To satisfy requirements, each relating document need a general normative tem-
plate with specific unique identify informations for each specific content that need
to be searched out. ISO/IEC 15408 defines what contents evaluation evidences
must contain, that can be used as guidance for developers to producing an IT
systems. ISO/IEC 18045 provides the criteria that the evaluation contains must
satisfy. Therefore, we summarized 11 normative templates for all evaluation ev-
idences. The following table shows all evaluation evidences and the evaluation
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activities defined in ISO/IEC 18045 they corresponding with.
We used XML language to describe the templates, such that tags we defined to

store specific can used as identity information, and ensure all documents produced
with right structures and sufficient contents. The following Table 3.2 is an example
of XML based templates we defined for describing evaluation evidences. As the
document shows, we defined unique tags for each specific content and hierarchy
structures of documents.

Table 3.2: List Of XML-based Templates Of Evaluation Evidences and Evaluation
Activities That Each Document Corresponds With.

XML Based Templates Evaluation Activities ID
Security Architecture ADV

Functional Specifications ADV, ATE
TOE Design ADV, ALC

Implementation Representation ADV, ALC
User Guidance AGD
Test Coverage ATE, ALC, ACO

Life-cycle Definition ALC
High Level Design ADV

Vulnerability Assessment AVA, ATE
Security Target ASE, ADV
CM Capabilities ACO, ATE, ALC
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Chapter 4

Supporting Environment for
Security Evaluation

4.1 Overview

According to these supporting methods proposed in the previous section, we de-
signed and implemented each necessary supporting tool to execute these methods.
Considering the complicated relationship among various evaluation tasks, we clar-
ified the sequence of evaluation tasks and implemented a supporting tool, called
Sequence Controller, to guide evaluators perform all tasks in right order. We
also designed and implemented a database for managing using all the evaluation-
relevant documents.

4.2 Requirement Analysis of the Supporting En-

vironment

It is necessary to develop supporting tools to solve the existing difficulties in cur-
rent evaluation process. The supporting tools have to be connected and data
exchangeable, such that we proposed the supporting tools as an information se-
curity engineering environment [2]. To support the whole evaluation process, the
supporting environment must satisfy the following requirements.

R1: In order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the results, the environment
must provide support users to locate evaluation evidences easily and search
target information quickly and accurately.

R2: In order to ensure the correctness of the results, the environment must support
user protect evaluation evidences and intermediate products from modify and
loss.

R3: In order to maintain the confidentiality of evaluation evidences, the environ-
ment must provide authentication and authorization mechanism.
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R4: In order to ensure the fairness of the evaluation, the environment must ensure
that evaluators perform evaluation satisfying a certain level of quality and
force the activities are performed fairly.

R5: In order to maintain the confidentiality of evaluation evidences, the en-
vironment must control the disposal of evaluation evidences, intermediate
products and ETR/OR according to the CEM requirement.

R5: In order to prevent evaluation results from human mistakes as possible, the
environment must support performing evaluation activities as automatically
as possible.

R6: In order to ensure that ETRs and ORs and other generated documents sat-
isfy the ISO/IEC 18045 requirements for information content of report, the
supporting environment must give guidance for generating qualified ETR and
OR.

R7: In order to ensure that all participants of evaluation process perform their
work in right order , the supporting environment must support to force users
performing evaluation in sequence as the ISO/IEC 18045 defined.

4.3 Design of Supporting Environment

The supporting environment for evaluation based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045 is an information security engineering environment [2] that consists of 11
component tools shown in Figure 4.1 which can provide comprehensive facilities to
support all tasks relating to security evaluation and management of all documents
and intermediate products in the whole evaluation process.

1. Sequence Controller is user interface of the whole evaluation environment
which used to ensure all users perform evaluation tasks in right sequence and
control dependence between evaluation activities. The sequence controller
must control the sequence that different participants performing evaluation
tasks with the supporting environment.

2. Security Evaluation Database (ISDS) is a central database that can
store and manage relating supporting documents, user information and other
evaluation information. The database is an expansion of Security Require-
ment Management Database Based on ISO/IEC 15408.

3. Helper of Sufficiency and Necessity of Content can extract the desired
section from the source document, display the extracted section and helpful
information for evaluators, and provide editing component to help the eval-
uators record their judgements or comments. The supporting method for
Tasks of Sufficiency and Necessity of Content is providing an environment
to display only the specification of the target document and guidance or
helpful explanation. The environment is a convenience that the developers
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Figure 4.1: Design of The Supporting Environment

can focus on making the determination and have no more need of finding
out the relevant sections by themselves.

4. Helper of Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside Relationship can ex-
tract two desired sections from the source document, compare these sections
and save the result, display the extracted sections, the result of comparison
and helpful information for evaluators, and provide editing component to
help the evaluators record their judgements or comments. The supporting
method for this group is providing an environment in which the content of
trace and the two relevant sections are displayed automatically by search the
tagging the document. The environment is a convenience that the developers
can focus on making the determination and have no more need of finding out
the relevant sections by themselves.

5. Checker of Correctness of Outside Relationship can extract two de-
sired sections from the different source documents, compare these sections
and confirm the relationship, and save their result of comparison as judge-
ments. The functions can extract the relevant sections from the first doc-
ument formatted in XML and relevant documents formatted in XML, and
then compare these sections to confirm the relationship among these sec-
tions according to the targets. The extraction and comparison can be easily
completed by the software that can save a lot of time for the evaluators.
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6. Helper of Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside Relationship can
extract two desired sections from the different source documents, compare
these sections and save the result, display the extracted sections, the result
of comparison and helpful information for evaluators, and provide editing
component to help the evaluators record their judgements or comments. The
supporting method for this group is providing an environment in which the
content of trace and the two relevant sections are displayed automatically by
search the tagging the document. The environment is a convenience that the
developers can focus on making the determination and have no more need
of finding out the relevant sections by themselves.

7. Generator of Production of Additional Contents Based on Single
Document can extract the sections from the relevant document, generate
the template of target document, and provide editing component to help
the evaluators complete the document. This software tool can extract the
relevant sections from the source document, reorganize these contents in a
prepared format, and save these data in prepared database. It is helpful for
the evaluator to reuse the additional data and save a lot of time.

8. Generator of Production of Additional Contents Based on Multi-
ple Documents can extract the sections from relevant documents, generate
the template of target document, and provide editing component to help the
evaluators complete the document. This software tool must have the follow-
ing functions: extracting the relevant sections from the source documents;
reorganizing and saving these contents in prepared formats; comparing and
recording the difference among these extracted contents. It is helpful for the
evaluation that these data can be reused as precondition for other tasks.

9. Helper of Additional Physical Confirmation on Target System can
display relevant manual for evaluators and show relevant guidance or helpful
explanation to guide evaluators. The supporting method for this group is
providing an environment in which the detailed manual are displayed au-
tomatically for the evaluators. The environment is a convenience that the
developers can focus on executing the required actions to confirm the target
system and have no more need of finding out the relevant documents by
themselves.

10. OR Editor is a tool for users to compose standard OR.In the case of a fail
verdict, the evaluator shall provide an OR to reflect the evaluation result. To
make evaluation results can be easily understand and re-used, CEM defines
a general structure and necessary content for OR. OR Editor is a support-
ing tool providing template and detail guidance for evaluator to force them
produce quality OR.

11. ETR Editor is a tool for users to compose standard ETR by providing tem-
plate and detail guidance. The evaluator shall provide an ETR to present
technical justification of the verdicts. To make evaluation results can be
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easily understand and re-used, CEM defines a general structure and neces-
sary content for ETR. Same as OR Editor, ETR Editor is a supporting tool
providing template and detail guidance for evaluator to force them produce
quality ETR.

4.4 Development of Security Evaluation Database

4.4.1 The Data Model for Evaluation-Relative Documents

We herein explain the database model diagrams and implementation. First, based
on the characteristics analysis of evaluation, we identified the following data that
should be managed: C1: To satisfy R2 and R3, the database should manage
all evaluation relating documents; C2: To satisfy R1 and R4, the database should
manage all available versions of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045; C3: To satisfy
R5, the database should manage component of ISO/IEC 15408 and instructions of
ISO/IEC 18045; C4: To satisfy R6, the database should manage the relationships
between all evaluation related documents and the standards; C5: To satisfy R7,
the database should manage all re intermediate products of evaluation process.

Then, we design a data model for the security management based on a combine
of XML data model and relational model to manage various versions of ISO/IEC
15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 series and relating documents. XML data model is
used to store and manage all evaluation relating documents in pre-defined XML
templates. And we used relational data model to manage ISO/IEC 15408 and
ISO/IEC 18045 series and dependencies among them.

To satisfy all requirements of evaluation management database, we designed
to use database system managing all tasks of evaluation process. In correspond-
ing with structures of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045, we summarized all
tasks of evaluation process. Each tasks contains minimum evaluator action de-
fined in ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045 and identify information of evaluation
document contents (tags from pre-defined xml based templates). Such that our
database can easily management relationship between ISO/IEC standards and the
document.

4.4.2 The Implementation of Security Evaluation Database

As the Figure 2 shows, we choose to implement our database based on a combine
of XML data model and relational model. And the Figure 4.2 shows the structure
of our database. We chose to implement the evaluation management database
by using IBM DB2 Express-C. Because data model of evaluation management
database is based on a combine of XML data model and relational model. IBM
DB2 Express-C is a free hybrid type database management system with strong
functions to support such data models.

We have designed XML templates for evaluation relating documents, summa-
rized all tasks of evaluation process based on Version 3.1 of ISO/IEC 15408 and
ISO/IEC 18405. We implemented a prototype of database with all the tables we
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designed by using IBM DB2 Express-C Database Management System [9]. The
next step, we are going to put all available version and translations of ISO/IEC
15408 and ISO/IEC 18045.

Figure 4.2: Data Model in Security Evaluation Database

4.5 Development of Supporting Tools

From view point of implementation, all supporting tools can be classified into 4
types: controller, document editor, supporter and database.

Sequence Controller is the main user interface and central tool of the whole
environment it controls the sequence that user performing evaluation by using our
environment. To implement the Sequence Controller, we summarized the sequence
of different kinds of participants performing evaluation tasks, Sequence Controller
shall ensure all users perform evaluation tasks in right sequence and control depen-
dences between evaluation activities. We implement the control of sequence we let
the controller support to transfer information between different user by sending
emails; support to call other supporting tools by displaying links of other sup-
porting tools; support to monitor current progress by monitoring the documents
generating. Figure 4.3 is some screenshots when the Sequence Controller works.

ETR Editor, OR Editor belong to document editor. Most basic facilities of
document editor are facilities of structured editor for XML-based format and in-
structor of how to describe documents. We defined the XML-based format tem-
plates which describe the general structure of target documents, the give detail
guidance for user to guide them input necessary and correct. Most basic facili-
ties of two editors are facilities of structured editor for XML-based format and
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Figure 4.3: Sequence Controller
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instructor of how to describe documents. We implement them by defining the
XML format templates for the each kind of reports, and implementing customized
XML editing component, when the editor loads target template it will become
target kind document Editor. Figure 4.4 shows the user interface for managing
and editing ETRs or ORs.

Helper of Sufficiency and Necessity of Outside Relationship, Helper of Suf-
ficiency and Necessity of Content, Helper of Sufficiency and Necessity of Inside
Relationship and Helper of Additional Physical Confirmation on Target System
belong to evaluation supporter. The evaluation supporter is a tool consists of
several simple functions to check whether content existing in specific XML-tags,
find out specific content from EEs by XML-tags then display the content for eval-
uator with guidance and record evaluators input, provide functions to relevant
specific contents from EEs and confirm relationship by comparing content XML
tags, relevant and display relating contents with guidance for evaluator then record
their input, relevant specific contents by using XML-tags and confirm the map-
ping relationship between them to confirm correspondence, provide functions to
confirm whether the dependency are satisfied by searching relating contents with
XML-tags.

Generator of Production of Additional Contents Based on Single Document and
Generator of Production of Additional Contents Based on Multiple Documents are
two kinds of supporting tools which can providing template and detail guidance
for evaluator to force them produce quality temporary document date. Most basic
facilities of two tools are facilities of structured editor for XML-based format and
instructor of how to describe documents. We implement these three tools, by
defining the XML format templates for the each kind of temporary documents,
and implementing customized XML editing component, when the editor loads
target template it will become target kind document Editor.

Checker of Correctness of Outside Relationship is a automatic tool that pro-
vides functions to extract two desired sections from the different XML-formatted
documents, compare these sections and confirm the relationship, and save their re-
sult of comparison as judgements. The functions can extract the relevant sections
from the first document formatted in XML and relevant documents formatted in
XML, and then compare these sections to confirm the relationship among these
sections according to the targets.

Figure 4.5 shows some user interface for evaluating Security Target by combined
several supporting together.
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Figure 4.4: Sequence Controller
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Figure 4.5: User Interfaces for Tasks of Evaluating Security Targets.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1 Overview

This section explains an evaluation method we have proposed to evaluate the use-
fulness of the supporting environment and shows how we evaluated the supporting
environment based on the method. We, then, discusses how the supporting envi-
ronment is capable and useful to provide comprehensive facilities to perform all
tasks in security evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045.

Until now, there is no evaluation of the supporting environment to show that
the environment is useful to support all participants to perform all tasks in security
evaluation process based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. At present, the
basic idea of the supporting environment has been proposed, its requirements and
necessary functions has been analyzed, its architecture has been designed, and a
prototype has been implemented.

Furthermore, at present, there is no evaluation method to show the usefulness
of the supporting environment. There is no suitable method to evaluate the use-
fulness of the supporting environment to show that the environment is useful to
support organizations with security evaluation process at the moment. Therefore,
we proposed an evaluation method to show usefulness of the supporting environ-
ment and evaluate the supporting environment from its design and implementation
level.

5.2 Evaluation Methods

Usefulness of this supporting environment depends on the following characteristics:
completeness, efficiency because these characteristics are important for evaluators
to perform all evaluation tasks properly based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045. Evaluation of usefulness of ISMEE focuses on two points:

• The completeness: whether this supporting environment can support all
evaluation tasks in security evaluation process

• The efficiency: whether this supporting environment can reduce the complex
of evaluation work and save time for evaluators.
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Completeness of the supporting environment depends on whether its functions
provide enough components to support all the evaluation activities in ISO/IEC
15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. To evaluate the completeness of STE, we need to
investigate functionality of the supporting environment with authoritative evalua-
tion guideline. The authoritative evaluation guidelines are provided by authority
who is in charge of maintaining the certification of ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC
18045.

To evaluate the completeness, we need to judge whether the supporting en-
vironment cover all the software supportable tasks in evaluation process. As the
Figure 7.1 shows, we summarized 42 tasks for the evaluation process need to be
performed in specific sequence, and an ideal implementation of the supporting en-
vironment shall can support all these tasks. To evaluate the compliance, we need
to check whether or not components of the supporting environment comply with
best practices related with environmental aspects. To evaluate the usability, we
need to check the check correctness of TOE evaluation results generated by using
the supporting environment. Like we will use the Format translator to translate
STs, then judge whether the content of it is loss or modification; Use our evaluators
to evaluate documents, and judge whether the

Efficiency of the supporting environment depends on whether the tool can help
users to save time in evaluation process. Two experienced evaluators performed
evaluation tasks on the same Security Target. One used our supporting tool, and
another did not. Though comparing the total time of two evaluators, we can
estimate the efficiency of STE.

5.3 Evaluation Results

At current stage, we evaluated completeness of the supporting environment. As
the result, the supporting environment matches evaluation guideline for complete-
ness at the design level. All evaluation tasks, which we analyzed carefully, can
cover all requirement in the authoritative evaluation guidelines. The supporting
methods and corresponding software components keep the consistency when we
designed the supporting tool. From the view of implementation level, this sup-
porting environment has not enough function to cover all detailed evaluation tasks.
Until now, the tasks about evaluating Security Target can be performed well, that
is 168 of 674 tasks can be supported very well.

For evaluation of efficiency, we can only compare the time of evaluating Security
Target. the evaluation with the supporting environment costs 279 minutes, and the
evaluation without the supporting environment costs 435 minutes. It shows that
the supporting environment has an advantage in efficiency . However, there are
still some point of the supporting environment that can be improved or revised.
The supporting environment now need the input evaluation-relevant documents
to be transferred into a specified format and This would waste a lot of time.
We will provide a format-transferring tool as next step. Moreover, there are not
full facilities for evaluators to promote the security evaluation process. The full
capability of this supporting environment can not be totally proved.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Contributions

We firstly analyzed and clarified 674 necessary evaluation tasks in security evalu-
ation process based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. We also clarified the
procedure and detailed actions for each task. We then classified the detailed evalu-
ation tasks into 7 groups according to the pattern in the procedures and proposed
appropriate supporting methods for each group of evaluation tasks. According
to these supporting methods, we designed and implemented necessary supporting
tools that can help evaluators to perform all detailed task the evaluation process.
We clarified the sequence of detailed evaluation tasks and implement a supporting
tool, as central core of the supporting environment, which can guide evaluators
perform all tasks in right order. We analyzed all evaluation-relevant documents,
intermediate information and evaluators’ reviews, and then designed matched for-
mats to transfer these information into structured data. A database for security
evaluation was implemented to manage and use these structured data in the eval-
uation process. Currently, partial facilities can be provides for evaluating security
targets. We also show the limited advantage of using this supporting environment
over the evaluators who is not use it.

6.2 FutureWorks

The final goal of this research is to prepare the supporting environment with capa-
bility of supporting all detailed evaluation tasks in the security evaluation process
based on ISO/IEC 15408 and ISO/IEC 18045. Although we have implemented a
partial facilities that consists of functions to support evaluation on security target,
which is the most important and basic tasks in the whole process. We must de-
velop and implement other functions of this supporting environment to provide full
facilities to help evaluator to promote the security evaluation process. This sup-
porting environment can no only provide evaluators with a high time efficiency, but
also can provide more fairness, more correctness and more accuracy of evaluation
results.

Approaches and tools for transferring unstructured information into structured
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data can improve this supporting environment additionally. This supporting envi-
ronment includes a lot unified formats for various evaluation relevant documents.
To use this supporting environment, it would waste a lot of time for transferring
formats manually. To achieve more efficiency, such kind of tools is necessary for
this supporting environment. In the future, we will develop or integrate format-
transferring tools into this supporting environment.
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Appendix A

All Detailed Evaluation Tasks

We has clarified the original evaluation tasks and found 674 detailed evaluation
tasks: 168 detailed tasks about evaluation on Security Targets, 129 detailed tasks
about evaluation on development process, 11 detailed tasks about evaluation on
the guidance document process, 133 detailed tasks about evaluation on life-cycle
support process, 70 detailed tasks about evaluation on test process, 86 detailed
tasks about evaluation on vulnerability assessment process, and 77 detailed tasks
about evaluation on composition process.

A.1 168 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Security Targets

Table A.1: 168 Detailed Evaluation Tasks for
Evaluating Secrity Targets

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-INT1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of ST reference
ASE-INT1-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of TOE reference
ASE-INT1-1-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of TOE overview
ASE-INT1-1-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of TOE description
ASE-INT1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the title of ST
ASE-INT1-2-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of version of the ST
ASE-INT1-2-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a date of publication
ASE-INT1-2-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the information of ST

author
ASE-INT1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the title of TOE
ASE-INT1-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the version of the TOE
ASE-INT1-3-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a date of TOE release
ASE-INT1-3-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the information of TOE

developer

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-INT1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description about the
relationship between TOE and well-known products

ASE-INT1-4-2 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding that only a small
part of a product is identified as TOE

ASE-INT1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of the usage
of the TOE

ASE-INT1-5-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of the major
security features of the TOE

ASE-INT1-5-3 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of description of the
usage and major security feature of the composed TOE

ASE-INT1-5-4 The evaluator shall examine sufficiency of the TOE overview
ASE-INT1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identifying the TOE type
ASE-INT1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine no absence of the expected functionality

based on a certain type TOE
ASE-INT1-7-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of TOE’s ability to operate

in a certain operational environment
ASE-INT1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description that run

stand-alone, or need additional hardware, software or firmware
ASE-INT1-8-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of additional hardware or

not
ASE-INT1-8-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of additional software or

not
ASE-INT1-8-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of additional firmware or

not
ASE-INT1-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of describes the physical

scope of the TOE
ASE-INT1-9-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of the hard-

ware
ASE-INT1-9-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of firmware
ASE-INT1-9-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of software

and
ASE-INT1-9-5 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of guidance

parts that constitute the TOE
ASE-INT1-9-6 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding to any hardware,

firmware, software
ASE-INT1-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of the logical

scope of the TOE
ASE-INT1-10-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of major se-

curity feature of TOE
ASE-INT1-10-3 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding to any logical secu-

rity feature

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-INT1-11-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency among TOE reference, TOE
overview and TOE description

ASE-CCL1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the version of the CC
that was used to develop this ST

ASE-CCL1-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description about the
usage of non english version of the CC

ASE-CCL1-1-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description about the CC
versions differ between a component and the composed TOE

ASE-CCL1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of CC Part 2 conformance
claim (CC Part 2 conformant or CC Part 2 extended)

ASE-CCL.1-2-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 conformant,
that is, all SFRs in ST are based only upon CC Part 2

ASE-CCL.1-2-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 extended,
that is, at least one SFR in that ST is not based upon CC Part 2

ASE-CCL.1-2-4 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 extended
that the component TOEs are Part 2 conformant, the composed TOE
may be CC Part 2 extended

ASE-CCL.1-2-5 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 conformant
that the component TOEs are Part 2 conformant, the composed TOE
may be CC Part 2 extended

ASE-CCL.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of CC Part 3 conformance
claim

ASE-CCL.1-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 3 conformant
that if all SARs in that ST are based only upon CC Part 3

ASE-CCL.1-3-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 3 extended
that if all SARs in that ST are based only upon CC Part 3

ASE-CCL.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 conformant
that ST does not define extended functional components

ASE-CCL.1-4-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 2 extended
that defines at least one extended functional component

ASE-CCL.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 3 conformant
that ST does not define extended assurance components

ASE-CCL.1-5-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of CC Part 3 extended
that defines at least one extended assurance component

ASE-CCL.1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of PP claim
ASE-CCL.1-6-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of PP claim type
ASE-CCL.1-6-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP claim about the

composed TOE
ASE-CCL.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of packages claim
ASE-CCL.1-7-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of packages claim
ASE-CCL.1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of package claim type

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-CCL.1-8-2 The evaluator shall examine rationality of SFR package-name confor-
mant that the ST contains all SFRs included in the package, but no
additional SFRs

ASE-CCL.1-8-3 The evaluator shall examine rationality of SAR package-name confor-
mant that the ST contains all SARs included in the package, but no
additional SARs

ASE-CCL.1-8-4 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of SFR package-name aug-
mented that ST contains all SFRs included in the package, and at least
one additional SFR or at least one SFR that is hierarchical to a SFR
in the package

ASE-CCL.1-8-5 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of SAR package-name aug-
mented that ST contains all SARs included in the package, and at least
one additional SAR or at least one SAR that is hierarchical to a SAR
in the package

ASE-CCL.1-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the consistency of the TOE type between
this ST and the claimed PPs

ASE-CCL.1-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP strict conformance
that threats in ST are a superset of ones in PP;OSPs in ST are a
superset of ones in PP;assumptions in ST are identical to ones in PP;

ASE-CCL.1-10-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP demonstrable con-
formance that security problem definition in ST is subset of ones in
PP;

ASE-CCL.1-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP strict conformance
that security objectives in ST is superset of ones in PP;

ASE-CCL.1-11-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP demonstrable con-
formance that security objectives in ST are subset of ones in PP;

ASE-CCL.1-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP strict conformance
that SFRs in the ST are superset of SFRs in the PP; SARs in the ST
are superset of SARs in the PP

ASE-CCL.1-12-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of PP demonstrable con-
formance that SFRs in the ST are subset of SFRs in the PP; SARs in
the ST are superset of SARs in the PP; The completion of operations
in the ST must be consistent with that in the PP;

ASE-SPD.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine rationality (1) of the existence of Threats
ASE-SPD.1-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description the threats
ASE-SPD.1-1-3 The evaluator shall examine rationality that the threats must be coun-

tered by the TOE and/or operational environment.
ASE-SPD.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine rationality (2) of the existence of Threats
ASE-SPD.1-2-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of description of all threats

that all threats shall be described in terms of a threat agent, an asset,
and an adverse action

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-SPD.1-2-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of further description of
threat agents

ASE-SPD.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of no OSPs
ASE-SPD.1-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of OSP
ASE-SPD.1-3-3 The evaluator shall examine sufficient detail of each OSP
ASE-SPD.1-3-4 The evaluator shall examine necessity of policy statements
ASE-SPD.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of assumptions
ASE-SPD.1-4-2 The evaluator shall examine sufficient detail of each assumption
ASE-SPD.1-4-3 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of the assumptions
ASE-OBJ.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of Security Objectives.
ASE-OBJ.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of Security Objectives for

the TOE
ASE-OBJ.2-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of the Security Objectives

For the Environment
ASE-OBJ.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of traces between each se-

curity objective and threats or OSPs, or a combination of threats and
OSPs.

ASE-OBJ.2-2-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of traces between each se-
curity objective and at least one threat or OSP.

ASE-OBJ.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of traces between each se-
curity objective and threats, OSPs, assumptions, or a combination of
threats, OSPs and/or assumptions

ASE-OBJ.2-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of at least one trace between
each security objective and threat, OSP or assumption.

ASE-OBJ.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine rationality about that the security objec-
tives rationale demonstrate that the security objectives are suitable to
counter that threat.

ASE-OBJ.2-4-2 The evaluator shall examine sufficiency about taces between all secu-
rity objectives and threats

ASE-OBJ.2-4-3 The evaluator shall examine necessity sufficiency about traces between
all security objectives and threats

ASE-OBJ.2-4-4 The evaluator shall examine the justification for a threat demonstrates
from the three element of threats

ASE-OBJ.2-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of demonstration that the
security objectives are suitable to enforce that OSP.

ASE-OBJ.2-5-2 The evaluator shall examine sufficiency about all security objective
that trace back to an OSP

ASE-OBJ.2-5-3 The evaluator shall examine necessity about each security objective
that traces back to an OSP

ASE-OBJ.2-6-1 The evaluator shall examine rationality if demonstration that the se-
curity objectives are suitable to uphold that assumption

Continued on next page
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Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ASE-OBJ.2-6-2 The evaluator shall examine sufficiency about all of security objectives
trace back to an assumption

ASE-OBJ.2-6-3 The evaluator shall examine necessity about each security objective
traces back to an assumption

ASE-ECD.1-0-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of extended security require-
ments

ASE-ECD.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of the existence of SRs that
all security requirements (not extended requirements) are present in
CC Part 2 or in CC Part 3.

ASE-ECD.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of extended
component that A single extended component can be used to define
multiple iterations of an extended security requirement

ASE-ECD.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of of definition of each
extended component that it is either: a member of an existing CC
Part 2 or CC Part 3 family, or a member of a new family defined in
the ST.

ASE-ECD.1-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of each ex-
tended component that it is a member of an existing CC Part 2 or CC
Part 3 family

ASE-ECD.1-3-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of each ex-
tended component that it is a member of a new family, is not appro-
priate for an existing family.

ASE-ECD.1-3-4 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of new fami-
lies that each new family is either: a member of an existing CC Part
2 or CC Part 3 class, or a member of a new class defined in the ST.

ASE-ECD.1-3-5 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of the family
that it is a member of an existing CC Part 2 or CC Part 3 class

ASE-ECD.1-3-6 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of the family
that it is not appropriate for an existing class.

ASE-ECD.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of the family
that no applicable dependencies have been overlooked

ASE-ECD.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the requirement of definition of extended
functional component that its structure is consistent with CC Part 2
Section 7.1.3, Component structure.

ASE-ECD.1-5-2 The evaluator shall examine the consistency of the extended functional
component that the extended functional component is consistent with
CC Part 1 Annex C.4, Operations

ASE-ECD.1-5-3 The evaluator shall examine the consistency of the extended functional
component that the extended functional component is consistent with
CC Part 2 Section 7.2.1, Component changes highlighting

ASE-ECD.1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency between all new functional
families and CC Part 2 Section 7.1.2, Family structure
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ASE-ECD.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency between all new functional
classes and CC Part 2 Section 7.1.1, Class structure

ASE-ECD.1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency between the extended assur-
ance and CC Part 3 Section 7.1.3, Assurance component structure

ASE-ECD.1-8-2 The evaluator shall examine the consistency of the extended assurance
component that the extended assurance component is consistent with
CC Part 1 Section Annex C.4, Operations

ASE-ECD.1-8-3 The evaluator shall examine the consistency of the extended assurance
component that the extended assurance component is consistent with
CC Part 3 Section 7.1.3, Assurance component structure

ASE-ECD.1-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of each ex-
tended SAR that every elements of each extended SAR is a given
element will demonstrate that the element has been achieved

ASE-ECD.1-10-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency between all new assurance
families and CC Part 3 Section 7.1.2, Assurance family structure

ASE-ECD.1-11-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency between all new assurance
classes and CC Part 3 Section 7.1.1, Assurance class structure

ASE-ECD.1-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of extended
functional components that their elements are stated in such a way
that they are testable, and traceable through the appropriate TSF
representations

ASE-ECD.1-12-2 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of definition of extended
assurance components that their elements avoid the need for subjective
judgment.

ASE-ECD.1-12-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of determination about
the conformance between the extended component and the existing
SFRs and SARs

ASE-ECD.1-13-1 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of each extended
component

ASE-REQ.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of each SFR
ASE-REQ.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of each SAR
ASE-REQ.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of (types of) subjects and

objects
ASE-REQ.1-3-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of (types of) security at-

tributes of subjects
ASE-REQ.1-3-3 The evaluator shall examine the existence of (types of) operations
ASE-REQ.1-3-4 The evaluator shall examine the existence of (types of) external enti-

ties
ASE-REQ.1-3-5 The evaluator shall examine the existence of other terms
ASE-REQ.1-3-6 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of the description

of the SFRs and SARs
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ASE-REQ.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of the op-
eration type

ASE-REQ.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of the completion of SFR
assignment operations

ASE-REQ.1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the first the rationality of the completion
of SFR iteration operations

ASE-REQ.1-6-2 The evaluator shall examine the second the rationality of the comple-
tion of iteration operations

ASE-REQ.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of the completion of SFR
selection operations

ASE-REQ.1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the first the rationality of the completion
of SFR refinement operations

ASE-REQ.1-8-2 The evaluator shall examine the second the rationality of the comple-
tion of SFR refinement operations

ASE-REQ.1-9-1 The evaluator shall examine dependency of SFR that is satisfied by
the inclusion of the relevant component (or one that is hierarchical to
it) within the statement of security requirements

ASE-REQ.1-9-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a justification why a
dependency is not met

ASE-REQ.1-10-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency in the combined set of all
SFRs and SARs

ASE-REQ.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of each SFR
ASE-REQ.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of each SAR
ASE-REQ.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of(types of) subjects and

objects
ASE-REQ.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of identification of the op-

eration type.
ASE-REQ.2-5-1 The evaluator shall examine rule for SAR assignment operations
ASE-REQ.2-6-1 The evaluator shall examine rule for SAR an iteration operations
ASE-REQ.2-7-1 The evaluator shall examine rule for SAR selection operations
ASE-REQ.2-8-1 The evaluator shall examine rule for SAR refinement operations
ASE-REQ.2-9-1 The evaluator shall examine dependency that SAR should be satisfied
ASE-REQ.2-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of traces between each SFR

back to the security objectives
ASE-REQ.2-11-1 The evaluator shall examine sufficiency of the SFRs that trace back

to security objectives
ASE-REQ.2-11-2 The evaluator shall examine necessity of each SFR that trace back to

security objectives
ASE-REQ.2-12-1 The evaluator shall examine correctness of explanation of the traces

that it is coherent and neither the SARs nor the explanation have
obvious inconsistencies with the remainder of the PP.
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ASE-REQ.2-13-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency in the combined set of all
SFRs and SARs

ASE-TSS.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a description on how that
SFR is met.

ASE-TSS.1-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of description of a high-level
view of how the developer intends to satisfy each SFR

ASE-TSS.1-1-3 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of description for
each SFR in the composed TOE

ASE-TSS.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine consistency among TOE overview, TOE
description, and TOE summary specification

ASE-TSS.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a description on how that
SFR is met.

ASE-TSS.2-1-2 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a high-level view of how
the developer intends to satisfy each SFR

ASE-TSS.2-1-3 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of description for
each SAR in the composed TOE

ASE-TSS.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a high-level view of how
the developer intends to provide protection against interference and
logical tampering.

ASE-TSS.2-2-2 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of description for
component that provides protection in the composed TOE

ASE-TSS.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the existence of a high-level view of how
the developer intends to provide protection against bypass.

ASE-TSS.2-3-2 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding of description of
how the components combine to provide protection

ASE-TSS.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine no misunderstanding in TOE overview,
TOE description, and TOE summary specification

ASE-TSS.2-4-2 The evaluator shall examine consistent among TOE overview, TOE
description, and TOE summary specification

ASE-TSS.2-4-3 The evaluator shall examine the rationality of traces between TOE
summary specification and the TOE overview

END

A.2 129 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Development Process

Table A.2: 129 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Development Process

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks
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ADV-ARC.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the security architecture description to
determine that the information provided in the evidence is presented
at a level of detail commensurate with the descriptions of the SFR-
enforcing abstractions contained in the functional specification and
TOE design document.

ADV-ARC.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the security architecture description to
determine that it describes the security domains maintained by the
TSF.

ADV-ARC.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the security architecture description to
determine that the initialisation process preserves security.

ADV-ARC.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the security architecture description to
determine that it contains information sufficient to support a deter-
mination that the TSF is able to protect itself from tampering by
untrusted active entities.

ADV-ARC.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the security architecture description to
determine that it presents an analysis that adequately describes how
the SFR- enforcing mechanisms cannot be bypassed.

ADV-FSP.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it states the purpose of each SFR-supporting and SFR-enforcing
TSFI.

ADV-FSP.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the method of use for each SFR-supporting and SFR-enforcing
TSFI is given.

ADV-FSP.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it identifies all parameters associated with each SFR-enforcing
and SFR- supporting TSFI.

ADV-FSP.1-4-1 The functional specification shall provide rationale for the implicit
categorisation of interfaces as SFR-non-interfering.

ADV-FSP.1-5-1 The evaluator shall list all TSFIs.
ADV-FSP.1-5-2 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-

responding TSFIs.
ADV-FSP.1-6-1 The evaluator shall list all SFRs.
ADV-FSP.1-6-2 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine

that it is a complete instantiation of the SFRs.
ADV-FSP.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine

that it is an accurate instantiation of the SFRs.
ADV-FSP.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine

that the TSF is fully represented.
ADV-FSP.2-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine

that it is an accurate instantiation of the SFRs.
ADV-FSP.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine

that it states the purpose of each TSFI.
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ADV-FSP.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the method of use for each TSFI is given.

ADV-FSP.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely identifies all parameters associated with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.2-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all parameters associated
with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.2-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes the SFR-enforcing actions
associated with the SFR-enforcing TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.2-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes error messages that may
result from SFR-enforcing actions associated with each SFR-enforcing
TSFI.

ADV-FSP.2-8-1 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-
responding TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.2-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is a complete instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.3-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the TSF is fully represented.

ADV-FSP.3-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is a complete instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.3-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is an accurate instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.3-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it states the purpose of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.3-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the method of use for each TSFI is given.

ADV-FSP.3-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely identifies all parameters associated with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.3-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all parameters associated
with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.3-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes the SFR-enforcing actions
associated with the SFR-enforcing TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.3-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes error messages that may
result from an invocation of each SFR-enforcing TSFI.

ADV-FSP.3-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it summarises the SFR-supporting and SFR-non-interfering ac-
tions associated with each TSFI.
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ADV-FSP.3-9-1 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-
responding TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.3-9-1 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-
responding TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.4-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the TSF is fully represented.

ADV-FSP.4-10-1 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-
responding TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.4-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is a complete instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.4-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is an accurate instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.4-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it states the purpose of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.4-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the method of use for each TSFI is given.

ADV-FSP.4-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
the completeness of the TSFI

ADV-FSP.4-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely identifies all parameters associated with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.4-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all parameters associated
with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.4-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all actions associated with
every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.4-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to deter-
mine that it completely and accurately describes all errors messages
resulting from an invocation of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.4-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes the meaning of all error
messages resulting from an invocation of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that the TSF is fully represented.

ADV-FSP.5-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes the meaning of all error
messages resulting from an invocation of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all errors messages that
do not result from an invocation of any TSFI.
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ADV-FSP.5-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it provides a rationale for each error message contained in the TSF
implementation yet does not result from an invocation of a TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-13-1 The evaluator shall check that the tracing links the SFRs to the cor-
responding TSFIs.

ADV-FSP.5-14-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is a complete instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.5-15-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is an accurate instantiation of the SFRs.

ADV-FSP.5-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it is presented using a semiformal style.

ADV-FSP.5-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
that it states the purpose of each TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the functional specification to determine
the completeness of the TSFI

ADV-FSP.5-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely identifies all parameters associated with every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to determine
that it completely and accurately describes all actions associated with
every TSFI.

ADV-FSP.5-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the presentation of the TSFI to deter-
mine that it completely and accurately describes all errors messages
resulting from an invocation of each TSFI.

ADV-IMP.1-1-1 The evaluator shall check that the implementation representation de-
fines the TSF to a level of detail such that the TSF can be generated
without further design decisions.

ADV-IMP.1-2-1 The evaluator shall check that the implementation representation is
in the form used by development personnel.

ADV-IMP.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the mapping between the TOE design
description and the sample of the implementation representation to
determine that it is accurate.

ADV-INT.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the justification to determine that it iden-
tifies the basis for determining whether the TSF is well-structured.

ADV-INT.1-2-1 The evaluator shall check the TSF internals description to determine
that it identifies the Assigned subset of the TSF.

ADV-INT.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the TSF internals description to de-
termine that it demonstrates that the assigned TSF subset is well-
structured.

ADV-INT.1-4-1 The evaluator shall determine that the TOE design for the assigned
TSF subset is well-structured.

ADV-INT.1-5-1 The evaluator shall determine that the assigned TSF subset is well-
structured.
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ADV-INT.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the justification to determine that it iden-
tifies the basis for determining whether the TSF is well-structured.

ADV-INT.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TSF internals description to deter-
mine that it demonstrates that the TSF is well-structured.

ADV-INT.2-3-1 The evaluator shall determine that the TOE design is well-structured.
ADV-INT.2-4-1 The evaluator shall determine that the TSF is well-structured.
ADV-TDS.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the

structure of the entire TOE is described in terms of subsystems.
ADV-TDS.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that all

subsystems of the TSF are identified.
ADV-TDS.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each

SFRsupporting or SFR-non-interfering subsystem of the TSF is de-
scribed such that the evaluator can determine that the subsystem is
SFR-supporting or SFR-non-interfering.

ADV-TDS.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
provides a complete; accurate; and high-level summary of the SFR-
enforcing behaviourof the SFR-enforcing subsystems.

ADV-TDS.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that inter-
actions between the subsystems of the TSF are described.

ADV-TDS.1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
contains a complete and accurate mapping from the TSFI described
in the functional specification to the subsystems of the TSF described
in the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE security functional requirements
and the TOE design; to determine that all ST security functional
requirements are covered by the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.1-7-2 The evaluator shall list all ST security functional requirements.
ADV-TDS.1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it is

an accurate instantiation of all security functional requirements.
ADV-TDS.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the

structure of the entire TOE is described in terms of subsystems.
ADV-TDS.2-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it is

an accurate instantiation of all security functional requirements.
ADV-TDS.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that all

subsystems of the TSF are identified.
ADV-TDS.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each

SFRnon-interfering subsystem of the TSF is described such that the
evaluator can determine that the subsystem is SFR-non-interfering.

ADV-TDS.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
provides a complete; accurate; and detailed description of the SFR-
enforcing behaviour of the SFR-enforcing subsystems.
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ADV-TDS.2-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
provides a complete and accurate high-level summary of the SFR-
supporting and SFRnon-interfering behaviour of the SFR-enforcing
subsystems.

ADV-TDS.2-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
provides a complete and accurate high-level summary of the behaviour
of the SFRsupporting subsystems.

ADV-TDS.2-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that inter-
actions between the subsystems of the TSF are described.

ADV-TDS.2-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
contains a complete and accurate mapping from the TSFI described
in the functional specification to the subsystems of the TSF described
in the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.2-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE security functional requirements
and the TOE design; to determine that all ST security functional
requirements are covered by the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.3-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
structure of the entire TOE is described in terms of subsystems.

ADV-TDS.3-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of the interfaces presented by each SFR-enforcing module
contain an accurate and complete description of the SFR-related pa-
rameters; the invocation conventions for each interface; and any values
returned directly by the interface.

ADV-TDS.3-10-2 The evaluator shall list all SFR-enforcing module contain.
ADV-TDS.3-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that SFR-

supporting and SFR-non-interfering modules are correctly categorised.
ADV-TDS.3-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that

the description of the purpose of each SFR-supporting or SFR-non-
interfering module is complete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.3-12-2 The evaluator shall list all SFR-supporting or SFR-non-interfering
modules.

ADV-TDS.3-13-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of a SFR-supporting or SFR-non-interfering module’s in-
teraction with other modules is complete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.3-14-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
contains a complete and accurate mapping from the TSFI described
in the functional specification to the modules of the TSF described in
the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.3-15-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE security functional requirements
and the TOE design; to determine that all ST security functional
requirements are covered by the TOE design.
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ADV-TDS.3-16-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it is
an accurate instantiation of all security functional requirements.

ADV-TDS.3-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
entire TSF is described in terms of modules.

ADV-TDS.3-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that all
subsystems of the TSF are identified.

ADV-TDS.3-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each
subsystem of the TSF describes its role in the enforcement of SFRs
described in the ST.

ADV-TDS.3-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each
SFRnon-interfering subsystem of the TSF is described such that the
evaluator can determine that the subsystem is SFR-non-interfering.

ADV-TDS.3-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that inter-
actions between the subsystems of the TSF are described.

ADV-TDS.3-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
mapping between the subsystems of the TSF and the modules of the
TSF is complete.

ADV-TDS.3-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
mapping between the subsystems of the TSF and the modules of the
TSF is accurate.

ADV-TDS.3-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of the purpose of each SFR-enforcing module and rela-
tionship with other modules is complete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.3-9-2 The evaluator shall list all SFR-enforcing modules and relationship
with other modules.

ADV-TDS.4-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
structure of the entire TOE is described in terms of subsystems.

ADV-TDS.4-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
mapping between the subsystems of the TSF to the modules of the
TSF is accurate.

ADV-TDS.4-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of the purpose of each SFR-enforcing and SFR-supporting
module; and relationship with other modules is complete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.4-12-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the de-
scription of the interfaces presented by each SFR-enforcing and SFR-
supporting module contain an accurate and complete description of
the SFRrelated parameters; the invocation conventions for each inter-
face; and any values returned directly by the interface.

ADV-TDS.4-13-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that SFR-
noninterfering modules are correctly categorised.
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ADV-TDS.4-14-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of the purpose of each SFR-non-interfering module is com-
plete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.4-15-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
description of a SFR-non-interfering module’s interaction with other
modules is complete and accurate.

ADV-TDS.4-16-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it
contains a complete and accurate mapping from the TSFI described
in the functional specification to the modules of the TSF described in
the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.4-17-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE security functional requirements
and the TOE design; to determine that all ST security functional
requirements are covered by the TOE design.

ADV-TDS.4-18-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that it is
an accurate instantiation of all security functional requirements.

ADV-TDS.4-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
entire TSF is described in terms of modules.

ADV-TDS.4-3-1 The evaluator shall check the TOE design to determine that the TSF
modules are identified as either SFR-enforcing; SFR-supporting; or
SFRnon-interfering.

ADV-TDS.4-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that all
subsystems of the TSF are identified.

ADV-TDS.4-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the TDS documentation to determine
that the semiformal notation used for describing the subsystems; mod-
ules and their interfaces is defined or referenced.

ADV-TDS.4-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each
subsystem of the TSF describes its role in the enforcement of SFRs
described in the ST.

ADV-TDS.4-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that each
SFRnon-interfering subsystem of the TSF is described such that the
evaluator can determine that the subsystem is SFR-non-interfering.

ADV-TDS.4-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that inter-
actions between the subsystems of the TSF are described.

ADV-TDS.4-9-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE design to determine that the
mapping between the subsystems of the TSF and the modules of the
TSF is complete.

END

A.3 11 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Guidance Document Process
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Table A.3: 11 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Guidance Document Process

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

AGD-OPE.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it describes (for each user role) the user-accessible functions
and privileges that should be controlled in a secure processing envi-
ronment; including appropriate warnings.

AGD-OPE.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it describes;; for each user role;; the secure use of the avail-
able interfaces provided by the TOE.

AGD-OPE.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it describes;; for each user role;; the available security func-
tionality and interfaces;; in particular all security parameters under
the control of the user;; indicating secure values as appropriate.

AGD-OPE.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it describes;; for each user role;; each type of security-
relevant event relative to the user functions that need to be performed;;
including changing the security characteristics of entities under the
control of the TSF and operation following failure or operational er-
ror.

AGD-OPE.1-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance and other
evaluation evidence to determine that the guidance identifies all pos-
sible modes of operation of the TOE (including;; if applicable;; oper-
ation following failure or operational error);; their consequences and
implications for maintaining secure operation.

AGD-OPE.1-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it describes;; for each user role;; the security measures to
be followed in order to fulfil the security objectives for the operational
environment as described in the ST.

AGD-OPE.1-7-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it is clear.

AGD-OPE.1-8-1 The evaluator shall examine the operational user guidance to deter-
mine that it is reasonable.

AGD-PRE.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the provided acceptance procedures to
determine that they describe the steps necessary for secure acceptance
of the TOE in accordance with the developer’s delivery procedures.

AGD-PRE.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the provided installation procedures to
determine that they describe the steps necessary for secure installation
of the TOE and the secure preparation of the operational environment
in accordance with the security objectives in the ST.
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AGD-PRE.1-3-1 The evaluator shall perform all user procedures necessary to prepare
the TOE to determine that the TOE and its operational environment
can be prepared securely using only the supplied preparative proce-
dures.

END

A.4 133 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Life-cycle Support Process

Table A.4: 133 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Life-cycle Support Process

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks

ALC-CMC.1-1 The evaluator shall check that the TOE provided for evaluation is
labelled with its reference.

ALC-CMC.1-2 The evaluator shall check that the TOE references used are consistent.
ALC-CMC.2-1 The evaluator shall check that the TOE provided for evaluation is

labelled with its reference.
ALC-CMC.2-2 The evaluator shall check that the TOE references used are consistent.
ALC-CMC.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the method of identifying configura-

tion items to determine that it describes how configuration items are
uniquely identified.

ALC-CMC.2-4 The evaluator shall examine the configuration items to determine that
they are identified in a way that is consistent with the CM documen-
tation.

ALC-CMC.3-1 The evaluator shall check that the TOE provided for evaluation is
labelled with its reference.

ALC-CMC.3-2 The evaluator shall check that the TOE references used are consistent.
ALC-CMC.3-3 The evaluator shall examine the method of identifying configura-

tion items to determine that it describes how configuration items are
uniquely identified.

ALC-CMC.3-4 The evaluator shall examine the configuration items to determine that
they are identified in a way that is consistent with the CM documen-
tation.

ALC-CMC.3-5 The evaluator shall examine the CM access control measures described
in the CM plan to determine that they are effective in preventing
unauthorised access to the configuration items.

ALC-CMC.3-6 The evaluator shall check that the CM documentation provided in-
cludes a CM plan.
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ALC-CMC.3-7 The evaluator shall examine the CM plan to determine that it de-
scribes how the CM system is used for the development of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.3-8 The evaluator shall check that the configuration items identified in the
configuration list are being maintained by the CM system.

ALC-CMC.3-9 The evaluator shall check the CM documentation to ascertain that it
includes the CM system records identified by the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.3-10 The evaluator shall examine the evidence to determine that the CM
system is being operated in accordance with the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.4-1 The evaluator shall check that the TOE provided for evaluation is
labelled with its reference.

ALC-CMC.4-2 The evaluator shall check that the TOE references used are consistent.
ALC-CMC.4-3 The evaluator shall examine the method of identifying configura-

tion items to determine that it describes how configuration items are
uniquely identified.

ALC-CMC.4-4 The evaluator shall examine the configuration items to determine that
they are identified in a way that is consistent with the CM documen-
tation.

ALC-CMC.4-5 The evaluator shall examine the CM access control measures described
in the CM plan (cf. ALC-CMC.4.6C) to determine that they are au-
tomated and effective in preventing unauthorised access to the config-
uration items.

ALC-CMC.4-6 The evaluator shall check the CM plan (cf. ALC-CMC.4.6C) for au-
tomated procedures for supporting the production of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.4-7 The evaluator shall examine the TOE production support procedures
to determine that they are effective in ensuring that a TOE is gener-
ated that reflects its implementation representation.

ALC-CMC.4-8 The evaluator shall check that the CM documentation provided in-
cludes a CM plan.

ALC-CMC.4-9 The evaluator shall examine the CM plan to determine that it de-
scribes how the CM system is used for the development of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.4-10 The evaluator shall examine the CM plan to determine that it de-
scribes the procedures used to accept modified or newly created con-
figuration items as parts of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.4-11 The evaluator shall check that the configuration items identified in the
configuration list are being maintained by the CM system.

ALC-CMC.4-12 The evaluator shall check the CM documentation to ascertain that it
includes the CM system records identified by the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.4-13 The evaluator shall examine the evidence to determine that the CM
system is being operated in accordance with the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.5-1 The evaluator shall check that the TOE provided for evaluation is
labelled with its reference.

ALC-CMC.5-2 The evaluator shall check that the TOE references used are consistent.
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ALC-CMC.5-3 The evaluator shall examine the method of identifying configura-
tion items to determine that it describes how configuration items are
uniquely identified.

ALC-CMC.5-4 The evaluator shall examine the CM documentation to determine that
it justifies that the acceptance procedures provide for an adequate and
appropriate review of changes to all configuration items.

ALC-CMC.5-5 The evaluator shall examine the configuration items to determine that
they are identified in a way that is consistent with the CM documen-
tation.

ALC-CMC.5-6 The evaluator shall examine the CM access control measures described
in the CM plan (cf. ALC-CMC.5.12C) to determine that they are
automated and effective in preventing unauthorised access to the con-
figuration items.

ALC-CMC.5-7 The evaluator shall check the CM plan (cf. ALC-CMC.5.12C) for
automated procedures for supporting the production of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.5-8 The evaluator shall examine the TOE production support procedures
to determine that they are effective in ensuring that a TOE is gener-
ated that reflects its implementation representation.

ALC-CMC.5-9 The evaluator shall examine the CM system to determine that it en-
sures that the person responsible for accepting a configuration item is
not the person who developed it.

ALC-CMC.5-10 The evaluator shall examine the CM system to determine that it iden-
tifies the configuration items that comprise the TSF.

ALC-CMC.5-11 The evaluator shall examine the CM system to determine that it sup-
ports the audit of all changes to the TOE by automated means;; in-
cluding the originator;; date;; and time in the audit trail.

ALC-CMC.5-12 The evaluator shall examine the CM system to determine that it pro-
vides an automated means to identify all other configuration items
that are affected by the change of a given configuration item.

ALC-CMC.5-13 The evaluator shall examine the CM system to determine that it is
able to identify the version of the implementation representation from
which the TOE is generated.

ALC-CMC.5-14 The evaluator shall check that the CM documentation provided in-
cludes a CM plan.

ALC-CMC.5-15 The evaluator shall examine the CM plan to determine that it de-
scribes how the CM system is used for the development of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.5-16 The evaluator shall examine the CM plan to determine that it de-
scribes the procedures used to accept modified or newly created con-
figuration items as parts of the TOE.

ALC-CMC.5-17 The evaluator shall check that the configuration items identified in the
configuration list are being maintained by the CM system.
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ALC-CMC.5-18 The evaluator shall check the CM documentation to ascertain that it
includes the CM system records identified by the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.5-19 The evaluator shall examine the evidence to determine that the CM
system is being operated in accordance with the CM plan.

ALC-CMC.5-20 The evaluator shall examine the production support procedures to de-
termine that by following these procedures a TOE would be produced
like that one provided by the developer for testing activities.

ALC-CMS.1-1 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: a) the TOE itself;

ALC-CMS.1-2 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: b) the evaluation evidence required by the SARs
in the ST.

ALC-CMS.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the configuration list to determine that
it uniquely identifies each configuration item.

ALC-CMS.2-1 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: a) the TOE itself;

ALC-CMS.2-1 he evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the follow-
ing set of items: b) the parts that comprise the TOE;

ALC-CMS.2-1 he evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the follow-
ing set of items: c) the evaluation evidence required by the SARs.

ALC-CMS.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the configuration list to determine that
it uniquely identifies each configuration item.

ALC-CMS.2-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list indicates the de-
veloper of each TSF relevant configuration item.

ALC-CMS.2-3 The evaluator shall list the developer of each TSF relevant configura-
tion item.

ALC-CMS.3-1 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: a) the TOE itself;

ALC-CMS.3-2 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: b) the parts that comprise the TOE;

ALC-CMS.3-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: c) the TOE implementation representation;

ALC-CMS.3-4 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: d) the evaluation evidence required by the SARs
in the ST.

ALC-CMS.3-2 The evaluator shall examine the configuration list to determine that
it uniquely identifies each configuration item.

ALC-CMS.3-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list indicates the de-
veloper of each TSF relevant configuration item.

ALC-CMS.4-1 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: a) the TOE itself;
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ALC-CMS.4-2 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: b) the parts that comprise the TOE;

ALC-CMS.4-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: c) the TOE implementation representation;

ALC-CMS.4-4 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: d) the evaluation evidence required by the SARs
in the ST;

ALC-CMS.4-5 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: e) the documentation used to record details of
reported security flaws associated with the implementation (e.g. prob-
lem status reports derived from a developer’s problem database).

ALC-CMS.4-2 The evaluator shall examine the configuration list to determine that
it uniquely identifies each configuration item.

ALC-CMS.4-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list indicates the de-
veloperof each TSF relevant configuration item.

ALC-CMS.5-1 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: a) the TOE itself;

ALC-CMS.5-2 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: b) the parts that comprise the TOE;

ALC-CMS.5-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: c) the TOE implementation representation;

ALC-CMS.5-4 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: d) the evaluation evidence required by the SARs
in the ST;

ALC-CMS.5-5 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: e) the documentation used to record details of
reported security flaws associated with the implementation (e.g. prob-
lem status reports derived from a developer’s problem database);

ALC-CMS.5-6 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list includes the fol-
lowing set of items: f) all tools (incl. test software;; if applicable)
involved in the development and production of the TOE including the
names;; versions;; configurations and roles of each development tool;;
and related documentation.

ALC-CMS.5-2 The evaluator shall examine the configuration list to determine that
it uniquely identifies each configuration item.

ALC-CMS.5-3 The evaluator shall check that the configuration list indicates the de-
veloper of each TSF relevant configuration item.

ALC-DEL.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the delivery documentation to determine
that it describes all procedures that are necessary to maintain security
when distributing versions of the TOE or parts of it to the consumer.

ALC-DEL.1-2 The evaluator shall examine aspects of the delivery process to deter-
mine that the delivery procedures are used.
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ALC-DVS.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the development security documentation
to determine that it details all security measures used in the devel-
opment environment that are necessary to protect the confidentiality
and integrity of the TOE design and implementation.

ALC-DVS.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the development confidentiality and in-
tegrity policies in order to determine the sufficiency of the security
measures employed.

ALC-DVS.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the development security documentation
and associated evidence to determine that the security measures are
being applied.

ALC-DVS.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the development security documentation
to determine that it details all security measures used in the devel-
opment environment that are necessary to protect the confidentiality
and integrity of the TOE design and implementation.

ALC-DVS.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the development security documentation
to determine that an appropriate justification is given why the security
measures provide the necessary level of protection to maintain the
confidentiality and integrity of the TOE.

ALC-DVS.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the development confidentiality and in-
tegrity policies in order to determine the sufficiency of the security
measures employed.

ALC-DVS.2-4 The evaluator shall examine the development security documentation
and associated evidence to determine that the security measures are
being applied.

ALC-FLR.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes the procedures used to track
all reported security flaws in each release of the TOE.

ALC-FLR.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would produce a de-
scription of each security flaw in terms of its nature and effects.

ALC-FLR.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would identify the
status of finding a correction to each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.1-4 The evaluator shall check the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would identify the cor-
rective action for each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.1-5 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes a means of providing the
TOE users with the necessary information on each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes the procedures used to track
all reported security flaws in each release of the TOE.
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ALC-FLR.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would produce a de-
scription of each security flaw in terms of its nature and effects.

ALC-FLR.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would identify the
status of finding a correction to each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.2-4 The evaluator shall check the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would identify the cor-
rective action for each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.2-5 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes a means of providing the
TOE users with the necessary information on each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.2-6 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that they describe procedures for the developer to accept reports
of security flaws or requests for corrections to such flaws.

ALC-FLR.2-7 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would help to ensure
every reported flaw is corrected.

ALC-FLR.2-8 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would help to ensure
that the TOE users are issued remediation procedures for each security
flaw.

ALC-FLR.2-9 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would result in safe-
guards that the potential correction contains no adverse effects.

ALC-FLR.2-10 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation guidance to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would result in a means
for the TOE user to provide reports of suspected security flaws or
requests for corrections to such flaws.

ALC-FLR.3-1 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes the procedures used to track
all reported security flaws in each release of the TOE.

ALC-FLR.3-2 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would produce a de-
scription of each security flaw in terms of its nature and effects.

ALC-FLR.3-3 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would identify the
status of finding a correction to each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.3-4 The evaluator shall check the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would identify the cor-
rective action for each security flaw.
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ALC-FLR.3-5 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures docu-
mentation to determine that it describes a means of providing the
TOE users with the necessary information on each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.3-6 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would result in a means
for the developer to receive from TOE user reports of suspected secu-
rity flaws or requests for corrections to such flaws.

ALC-FLR.3-7 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would result in a timely
means of providing the registered TOE users who might be affected
with reports about;; and associated corrections to;; each security flaw.

ALC-FLR.3-8 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would result in au-
tomatic distribution of the reports and associated corrections to the
registered TOE users who might be affected.

ALC-FLR.3-9 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would help to ensure
that every reported flaw is corrected.

ALC-FLR.3-10 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would help to ensure
that the TOE users are issued remediation procedures for each security
flaw.

ALC-FLR.3-11 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation procedures to de-
termine that the application of these procedures would result in safe-
guards that the potential correction contains no adverse effects.

ALC-FLR.3-12 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation guidance to deter-
mine that the application of these procedures would result in a means
for the TOE user to provide reports of suspected security flaws or
requests for corrections to such flaws.

ALC-FLR.3-13 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation guidance to deter-
mine that it describes a means of enabling the TOE users to register
with the developer.

ALC-FLR.3-14 The evaluator shall examine the flaw remediation guidance to deter-
mine that it identifies specific points of contact for user reports and
enquiries about security issues involving the TOE.

ALC-LCD.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the documented description of the life-
cycle model used to determine that it covers the development and
maintenance process.

ALC-LCD.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the life-cycle model to determine that
use of the procedures;; tools and techniques described by the life-cycle
model will make the necessary positive contribution to the develop-
ment and maintenance of the TOE.
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ALC-LCD.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the documented description of the life-
cycle model used to determine that it covers the development and
maintenance process;; including the details of its arithmetic parame-
ters and/or metrics used to measure the TOE development.

ALC-LCD.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the life-cycle model to determine that
use of the procedures;; tools and techniques described by the life-cycle
model will make the necessary positive contribution to the develop-
ment and maintenance of the TOE.

ALC-LCD.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the life-cycle output documentation to
determine that it provides the results of the measurements of the TOE
development using the measurable life-cycle model.

ALC-TAT.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation pro-
vided to determine that each development tools is well-defined.

ALC-TAT.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the documentation of each development
tool to determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all
statements as well as all conventions and directives used in the imple-
mentation.

ALC-TAT.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation to
determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all implemen-
tationdependent options.

ALC-TAT.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation pro-
vided to determine that each development tool is well-defined.

ALC-TAT.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the documentation of each development
tool to determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all
statements as well as all conventions and directives used in the imple-
mentation.

ALC-TAT.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation to
determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all implemen-
tationdependent options.

ALC-TAT.2-4 The evaluator shall examine aspects of the implementation process
to determine that documented implementation standards have been
applied.

ALC-TAT.3-1 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation pro-
vided to determine that each development tool is well-defined.

ALC-TAT.3-2 The evaluator shall examine the documentation of each development
tool to determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all
statements as well as all conventions and directives used in the imple-
mentation.

ALC-TAT.3-3 The evaluator shall examine the development tool documentation to
determine that it unambiguously defines the meaning of all implemen-
tationdependent options.
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ALC-TAT.3-4 The evaluator shall examine aspects of the implementation process
to determine that documented implementation standards have been
applied.

END

A.5 70 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Test Process

Table A.5: 70 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Test Process

Task ID-1 Description of Evaluation Tasks

ATE-COV.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the test coverage evidence to determine
that the correspondence between the tests identified in the test doc-
umentation and the TSFIs described in the functional specification is
accurate.

ATE-COV.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the test coverage analysis to determine
that the correspondence between the tests in the test documentation
and the interfaces in the functional specification is accurate.

ATE-COV.2-2-1 The evaluator shall list all interfaces.
ATE-COV.2-2-2 The evaluator shall examine the test plan to determine that the testing

approach for each interface demonstrates the expected behaviour of
that interface.

ATE-COV.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that
the test prerequisites;; test steps and expected result(s) adequately
test each interface.

ATE-COV.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the test coverage analysis to determine
that the correspondence between the interfaces in the functional spec-
ification and the tests in the test documentation is complete.

ATE-DPT.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the depth of testing analysis to determine
that the descriptions of the behaviour of TSF subsystems and of their
interactions is included within the test documentation.

ATE-DPT.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the behaviour of that sub-
system as described in the TOE design.

ATE-DPT.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the interactions among
subsystems as described in the TOE design.
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ATE-DPT.1-4-1 The evaluator shall list all descriptions of TSF subsystem behaviour
and interaction.

ATE-DPT.1-4-2 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that all
descriptions of TSF subsystem behaviour and interaction are tested.

ATE-DPT.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the depth of testing analysis to determine
that descriptions of the behaviour of TSF subsystems and of their
interactions are included within the test documentation.

ATE-DPT.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the behaviour of that sub-
system as described in the TOE design.

ATE-DPT.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the interactions among
subsystems as described in the TOE design.

ATE-DPT.2-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the depth of testing analysis to determine
that the interfaces of SFR-enforcing modules are included within the
test documentation.

ATE-DPT.2-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for each SFRenforcing module interface demonstrates the expected
behaviour of that interface.

ATE-DPT.2-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that all
descriptions of TSF subsystem behaviour and interaction are tested.

ATE-DPT.2-7-1 The evaluator shall list all interfaces of SFR-enforcing modules.
ATE-DPT.2-7-2 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that all

interfaces of SFR-enforcing modules are tested.
ATE-DPT.3-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the depth of testing analysis to determine

that descriptions of the behaviour of TSF subsystems and of their
interactions are included within the test documentation.

ATE-DPT.3-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the behaviour of that sub-
system as described in the TOE design.

ATE-DPT.3-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for the behaviour description demonstrates the interactions among
subsystems as described in the TOE design.

ATE-DPT.3-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the depth of testing analysis to deter-
mine that the interfaces of TSF modules are included within the test
documentation.
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ATE-DPT.3-5-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan;; test prerequisites;; test
steps and expected result(s) to determine that the testing approach
for each TSF module interface demonstrates the expected behaviour
of that interface.

ATE-DPT.3-6-1 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that all
descriptions of TSF subsystem behaviour and interaction are tested.

ATE-DPT.3-7-1 The evaluator shall list all interfaces of all TSF modules.
ATE-DPT.3-7-2 The evaluator shall examine the test procedures to determine that all

interfaces of all TSF modules are tested.
ATE-FUN.1-1-1 The evaluator shall check that the test documentation includes test

plans;; expected test results and actual test results.
ATE-FUN.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan to determine that it de-

scribes the scenarios for performing each test.
ATE-FUN.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plan to determine that the TOE

test configuration is consistent with the ST.
ATE-FUN.1-4-1 The evaluator shall examine the test plans to determine that sufficient

instructions are provided for any ordering dependencies.
ATE-FUN.1-5-1 The evaluator shall list all expected tests results.
ATE-FUN.1-5-2 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that

all expected tests results are included.
ATE-FUN.1-6-1 The evaluator shall list the actual test results and the expected test

results in the test documentation.
ATE-FUN.1-6-2 The evaluator shall check that the actual test results in the test doc-

umentation are consistent with the expected test results in the test
documentation.

ATE-FUN.1-7-1 The evaluator shall report the developer testing effort;; outlining the
testing approach;; configuration;; depth and results.

ATE-IND.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

ATE-IND.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state.

ATE-IND.1-3-1 The evaluator shall devise a test subset.
ATE-IND.1-4-1 The evaluator shall produce test documentation for the test subset

that is sufficiently detailed to enable the tests to be reproducible.
ATE-IND.1-5-1 The evaluator shall conduct testing.
ATE-IND.1-6-1 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests

that compose the test subset: a) identification of the interface be-
haviour to be tested;

ATE-IND.1-6-2 b) instructions to connect and setup all required test equipment as
required to conduct the test;
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ATE-IND.1-6-3 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: c) instructions to establish all prereq-
uisite test conditions;

ATE-IND.1-6-4 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: d) instructions to stimulate the inter-
face;

ATE-IND.1-6-5 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: e) instructions for observing the be-
haviour of the interface;

ATE-IND.1-6-6 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: f) descriptions of all expected results
and the necessary analysis to be performed on the observed behaviour
for comparison against expected results;

ATE-IND.1-6-7 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: g) instructions to conclude the test and
establish the necessary post-test state for the TOE;

ATE-IND.1-6-8 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: h) actual test results.

ATE-IND.1-7-1 The evaluator shall check that all actual test results are consistent
with the expected test results.

ATE-IND.1-7-2 The evaluator shall list all actual test results and the expected test
results.

ATE-IND.1-8-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator testing effort;;
outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and results.

ATE-IND.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

ATE-IND.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state.

ATE-IND.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine the set of resources provided by the de-
veloper to determine that they are equivalent to the set of resources
used by the developer to functionally test the TSF.

ATE-IND.2-4-1 The evaluator shall conduct testing using a sample of tests found in
the developer test plan and procedures.

ATE-IND.2-5-1 The evaluator shall check that all the actual test results are consistent
with the expected test results.

ATE-IND.2-6-1 The evaluator shall devise a test subset. The evaluator selects a test
subset and testing strategy that is appropriate for the TOE.

ATE-IND.2-7-1 The evaluator shall produce test documentation for the test subset
that is sufficiently detailed to enable the tests to be reproducible.

ATE-IND.2-8-1 The evaluator shall conduct testing. The evaluator uses the test doc-
umentation developed as a basis for executing tests on the TOE.
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ATE-IND.2-9-1 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: a) identification of the interface be-
haviour to be tested;

ATE-IND.2-9-2 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: b) instructions to connect and setup all
required test equipment as required to conduct the test;

ATE-IND.2-9-3 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: c) instructions to establish all prereq-
uisite test conditions;

ATE-IND.2-9-4 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: d) instructions to stimulate the inter-
face;results.

ATE-IND.2-9-5 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: e) instructions for observing the inter-
face;

ATE-IND.2-9-6 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: f) descriptions of all expected results
and the necessary analysis to be performed on the observed behaviour
for comparison against expected results;

ATE-IND.2-9-7 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: g) instructions to conclude the test and
establish the necessary post-test state for the TOE;

ATE-IND.2-9-8 The evaluator shall record the following information about the tests
that compose the test subset: h) actual test

ATE-IND.2-10-1 The evaluator shall check that all actual test results are consistent
with the expected test results.

ATE-IND.2-11-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator testing effort;;
outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and results.

END

A.6 86 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Vulnerability Assessment Pro-

cess

Table A.6: 86 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Vulnerability Assessment Process

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks
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AVA-VAN.1-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

AVA-VAN.1-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state.

AVA-VAN.1-3-1 The evaluator shall examine sources of information publicly available
to identify potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.

AVA-VAN.1-4-1 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential vulner-
abilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the TOE in
its operational environment.

AVA-VAN.1-5-1 The evaluator shall devise penetration tests;; based on the indepen-
dent search for potential vulnerabilities.

AVA-VAN.1-6-1 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: a) identification of the potential vulnerability the TOE is
being tested for;

AVA-VAN.1-6-2 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: b) instructions to connect and setup all required test equipment
as required to conduct the penetration test;

AVA-VAN.1-6-3 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: c) instructions to establish all penetration test prerequisite
initial conditions;

AVA-VAN.1-6-4 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: d) instructions to stimulate the TSF;

AVA-VAN.1-6-5 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: e) instructions for observing the behaviour of the TSF;

AVA-VAN.1-6-6 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: f) descriptions of all expected results and the necessary anal-
ysis to be performed on the observed behaviour for comparison against
expected results;
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AVA-VAN.1-6-7 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: g) instructions to conclude the test and establish the necessary
post-test state for the TOE.

AVA-VAN.1-7-1 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing. The evaluator uses
the penetration test documentation resulting from work unit AVA-
VAN.1-5 as a basis for executing penetration tests on the TOE;; but
this does not preclude the evaluator from performing additional ad
hoc penetration tests.

AVA-VAN.1-8-1 The evaluator shall record the actual results of the penetration tests
AVA-VAN.1-9-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator penetration test-

ing effort;; outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and
results.

AVA-VAN.1-10-1 The evaluator shall examine the results of all penetration testing to
determine that the TOE;; in its operational environment;; is resistant
to an attacker possessing a Basic attack potential.

AVA-VAN.1-11-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: a) its source (e.g.
CEM activity being undertaken when it was conceived;; known to the
evaluator;; read in a publication);

AVA-VAN.1-11-2 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: b) the SFR(s) not
met;

AVA-VAN.1-11-3 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: c) a description;

AVA-VAN.1-11-4 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: d) whether it is ex-
ploitable in its operational environment or not (i.e. exploitable or
residual).

AVA-VAN.1-11-5 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: e) the amount of time;;
level of expertise;; level of knowledge of the TOE;; level of opportunity
and the equipment required to perform the identified vulnerabilities;;
and the corresponding values using the tables 3 and 4 of Annex B.4.

AVA-VAN.2-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

AVA-VAN.2-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state

AVA-VAN.2-3-1 The evaluator shall examine sources of information publicly available
to identify potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.
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AVA-VAN.2-4-1 The evaluator shall conduct a search of ST;; guidance documenta-
tion;; functional specification;; TOE design and security architecture
description evidence to identify possible potential vulnerabilities in
the TOE.

AVA-VAN.2-5-1 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential vulner-
abilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the TOE in
its operational environment.

AVA-VAN.2-6-1 The evaluator shall devise penetration tests;; based on the indepen-
dent search for potential vulnerabilities.

AVA-VAN.2-7-1 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: a) identification of the potential vulnerability the TOE is
being tested for;

AVA-VAN.2-7-2 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: b) instructions to connect and setup all required test equipment
as required to conduct the penetration test;

AVA-VAN.2-7-3 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: c) instructions to establish all penetration test prerequisite
initial conditions;

AVA-VAN.2-7-4 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: d) instructions to stimulate the TSF;

AVA-VAN.2-7-5 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: e) instructions for observing the behaviour of the TSF;

AVA-VAN.2-7-6 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: f) descriptions of all expected results and the necessary anal-
ysis to be performed on the observed behaviour for comparison against
expected results;
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AVA-VAN.2-7-7 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: g) instructions to conclude the test and establish the necessary
post-test state for the TOE.

AVA-VAN.2-8-1 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing. The evaluator uses
the penetration test documentation resulting from work unit AVA-
VAN.2-6 as a basis for executing penetration tests on the TOE;; but
this does not preclude the evaluator from performing additional ad
hoc penetration tests.

AVA-VAN.2-9-1 The evaluator shall record the actual results of the penetration tests.
AVA-VAN.2-10-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator penetration test-

ing effort;; outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and
results.

AVA-VAN.2-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the results of all penetration testing to
determine that the TOE;; in its operational environment;; is resistant
to an attacker possessing a Basic attack potential.

AVA-VAN.2-12-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: a) its source (e.g.
CEM activity being undertaken when it was conceived;; known to the
evaluator;; read in a publication);

AVA-VAN.2-12-2 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: b) the SFR(s) not
met;

AVA-VAN.2-12-3 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: c) a description;

AVA-VAN.2-12-4 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: ) whether it is ex-
ploitable in its operational environment or not (i.e.exploitable or resid-
ual).

AVA-VAN.2-12-5 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: e) the amount of time;;
level of expertise;; level of knowledge of the TOE;; level of opportunity
and the equipment required to perform the identified vulnerabilities;;
and the corresponding values using the tables 3 and 4 of Annex B.4.

AVA-VAN.3-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

AVA-VAN.3-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state

AVA-VAN.3-3-1 The evaluator shall examine sources of information publicly available
to identify potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.
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AVA-VAN.3-4-1 The evaluator shall conduct a focused search of ST;; guidance docu-
mentation;; functional specification;; TOE design;; security architec-
ture description and implementation representation to identify possi-
ble potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.

AVA-VAN.3-6-1 The evaluator shall devise penetration tests;; based on the indepen-
dent search for potential vulnerabilities.

AVA-VAN.3-7-1 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: a) identification of the potential vulnerability the TOE is
being tested for;

AVA-VAN.3-7-2 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: b) instructions to connect and setup all required test equipment
as required to conduct the penetration test;

AVA-VAN.3-7-3 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: c) instructions to establish all penetration test prerequisite
initial conditions;

AVA-VAN.3-7-4 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: d) instructions to stimulate the TSF;

AVA-VAN.3-7-5 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include:e) instructions for observing the behaviour of the TSF;

AVA-VAN.3-7-6 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: f) descriptions of all expected results and the necessary anal-
ysis to be performed on the observed behaviour for comparison against
expected results;

AVA-VAN.3-7-7 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: g) instructions to conclude the test and establish the necessary
post-test state for the TOE.
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AVA-VAN.3-8-1 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing. The evaluator uses
the penetration test documentation resulting from work unit AVA-
VAN.3-6 as a basis for executing penetration tests on the TOE;; but
this does not preclude the evaluator from performing additional ad
hoc penetration tests.

AVA-VAN.3-9-1 The evaluator shall record the actual results of the penetration tests.
AVA-VAN.3-10-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator penetration test-

ing effort;; outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and
results.

AVA-VAN.3-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the results of all penetration testing to
determine that the TOE;; in its operational environment;; is resistant
to an attacker possessing an Enhanced-Basic attack potential.

AVA-VAN.3-12-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: a) its source (e.g.
CEM activity being undertaken when it was conceived;; known to the
evaluator;; read in a publication);

AVA-VAN.3-12-2 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: b) the SFR(s) not
met;

AVA-VAN.3-12-3 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: c) a description;

AVA-VAN.3-12-4 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: d) whether it is ex-
ploitable in its operational environment or not (i.e. exploitable or
residual).

AVA-VAN.3-12-5 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: e) the amount of time;;
level of expertise;; level of knowledge of the TOE;; level of opportunity
and the equipment required to perform the identified vulnerabilities;;
and the corresponding values using the tables 3 and 4 of Annex B.4.

AVA-VAN.4-1-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that the test con-
figuration is consistent with the configuration under evaluation as
specified in the ST.

AVA-VAN.4-2-1 The evaluator shall examine the TOE to determine that it has been
installed properly and is in a known state.

AVA-VAN.4-3-1 The evaluator shall examine sources of information publicly available
to identify potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.

AVA-VAN.4-4-1 The evaluator shall conduct a methodical analysis of ST;; guidance
documentation;; functional specification;; TOE design;; security ar-
chitecture description and implementation representation to identify
possible potential vulnerabilities in the TOE.
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AVA-VAN.4-5-1 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential vulner-
abilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the TOE in
its operational environment.

AVA-VAN.4-6-1 The evaluator shall devise penetration tests;; based on the indepen-
dent search for potential vulnerabilities.

AVA-VAN.4-7-1 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: a) identification of the potential vulnerability the TOE is
being tested for;

AVA-VAN.4-7-2 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: b) instructions to connect and setup all required test equipment
as required to conduct the penetration test;

AVA-VAN.4-7-3 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: c) instructions to establish all penetration test prerequisite
initial conditions;

AVA-VAN.4-7-4 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: d) instructions to stimulate the TSF;

AVA-VAN.4-7-5 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: e) instructions for observing the behaviour of the TSF;

AVA-VAN.4-7-6 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall
include: f) descriptions of all expected results and the necessary anal-
ysis to be performed on the observed behaviour for comparison against
expected results;

AVA-VAN.4-7-7 The evaluator shall produce penetration test documentation for the
tests based on the list of potential vulnerabilities in sufficient detail
to enable the tests to be repeatable. The test documentation shall in-
clude: g) instructions to conclude the test and establish the necessary
post-test state for the TOE.
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AVA-VAN.4-8-1 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing. The evaluator uses
the penetration test documentation resulting from work unit AVA-
VAN.4-6 as a basis for executing penetration tests on the TOE;; but
this does not preclude the evaluator from performing additional ad
hoc penetration tests.

AVA-VAN.4-9-1 The evaluator shall record the actual results of the penetration tests.
AVA-VAN.4-10-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR the evaluator penetration test-

ing effort;; outlining the testing approach;; configuration;; depth and
results.

AVA-VAN.4-11-1 The evaluator shall examine the results of all penetration testing to
determine that the TOE;; in its operational environment;; is resistant
to an attacker possessing a Moderate attack potential.

AVA-VAN.4-12-1 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: a) its source (e.g.
CEM activity being undertaken when it was conceived;; known to the
evaluator;; read in a publication);

AVA-VAN.4-12-2 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: b) the SFR(s) not
met;

AVA-VAN.4-12-3 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: c) a description;

AVA-VAN.4-12-4 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: d) whether it is ex-
ploitable in its operational environment or not (i.e.exploitable or resid-
ual).

AVA-VAN.4-12-5 The evaluator shall report in the ETR all exploitable vulnerabilities
and residual vulnerabilities;; detailing for each: e) the amount of time;;
level of expertise;; level of knowledge of the TOE;; level of opportunity
and the equipment required to perform the identified vulnerabilities;;
and the corresponding values using the tables 3 and 4 of Annex B.4.

END

A.7 77 Detailed Tasks about

Evaluation on Composition Process

Table A.7: 77 Detailed Tasks about
Evaluation on Composition Process

Task ID Description of Evaluation Tasks
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ACO-COR.1-1.1 The evaluator shall identify the interfaces that are relied upon by
the dependent component which are not detailed in the development
information.

ACO-COR.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the correspondence analysis with the de-
velopment information and the reliance information to identify the
interfaces that are relied upon by the dependent component which are
not detailed in the development information.

ACO-COR.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the composition rationale to determine,
for those included base component interfaces on which the dependent
TSF relies, whether the interface was considered during the evaluation
of the base component.

ACO-COR.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the composition rationale to determine
that the necessary assurance measures have been applied to the base
component.

ACO-DEV.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that it describes the purpose of each interface.

ACO-DEV.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine the correspondence, between the interfaces of the base compo-
nent and the interfaces on which the dependent component relies, is
accurate.

ACO-DEV.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the development information and the
reliance information to determine that the interfaces are described
consistently.

ACO-DEV.2-1.1
ACO-DEV.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-

mine that it describes the purpose of each interface.
ACO-DEV.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-

mine that it describes the method of use for each interface.
ACO-DEV.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-

mine that it describes the behaviour of the base component that sup-
ports the enforcement of the dependent component SFRs.

ACO-DEV.2-4 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine the correspondence, between the interfaces of the base compo-
nent and the interfaces on which the dependent component relies, is
accurate.

ACO-DEV.2-5 The evaluator shall examine the development information and the
reliance information to determine that the interfaces are described
consistently.

ACO-DEV.3-1 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that it describes the purpose of each interface.

ACO-DEV.3-2 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that it describes the method of use for each interface.
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ACO-DEV.3-3.1 The evaluator shall list all subsystems of the base component that
provide interfaces to the dependent component are identified.

ACO-DEV.3-3 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that all subsystems of the base component that provide interfaces
to the dependent component are identified.

ACO-DEV.3-4 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that it describes the behaviour of the base component subsystems
that support the enforcement of the dependent component SFRs.

ACO-DEV.3-5 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine that the correspondence between the interfaces and subsystems
of the base component is accurate.

ACO-DEV.3-6 The evaluator shall examine the development information to deter-
mine the correspondence, between the interfaces of the base compo-
nent and the interfaces on which the dependent component relies, is
accurate.

ACO-DEV.3-7 The evaluator shall examine the development information and the
reliance information to determine that the interfaces are described
consistently.

ACO-REL.1-1 The evaluator shall check the reliance information to determine that it
describes the functionality of the base dependent hardware, firmware
and/or software that is relied upon by the dependent component TSF.

ACO-REL.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine
that it accurately reflects the objectives specified for the operational
environment of the dependent component.

ACO-REL.1-3.1
ACO-REL.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine

that it describes all interactions between the dependent component
and the base component, through which the dependent component
TSF requests services from the base component.

ACO-REL.1-4 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine that
it describes how the dependent TSF protects itself from interference
and tampering by the base component.

ACO-REL.2-1 The evaluator shall check the reliance information to determine that it
describes the functionality of the base dependent hardware, firmware
and/or software that is relied upon by the dependent component TSF.

ACO-REL.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine
that it accurately reflects the objectives specified for the operational
environment of the dependent component.

ACO-REL.2-3.1
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ACO-REL.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine
that it describes all interactions between the dependent component
and the base component, through which the dependent component
TSF requests services from the base component.

ACO-REL.2-4 The reliance information shall describe each interaction in terms of
the interface used and the return values from those interfaces.

ACO-REL.2-5 The evaluator shall examine the reliance information to determine that
it describes how the dependent TSF protects itself from interference
and tampering by the base component.

ACO-CTT.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE test documentation
to determine that it consists of test plans, expected test results and
actual test results

ACO-CTT.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the base component interface test doc-
umentation to determine that it consists of test plans, expected test
results and actual test results.

ACO-CTT.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
the developer execution of the composed TOE tests shall demonstrate
that the TSF behaves as specified.

ACO-CTT.1-4 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
the developer execution of the base component interface tests shall
demonstrate that the base component interfaces relied upon by the
dependent component behave as specified.

ACO-CTT.1-5 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE to determine that it
has been installed properly and is in a known state.

ACO-CTT.1-6 The evaluator shall examine the set of resources provided by the de-
veloper to determine that they are equivalent to the set of resources
used by the base component developer to functionally test the base
component.

ACO-CTT.1-7 The evaluator shall perform testing in accordance with ATE-
IND.2.2E, for a subset of the SFRs specified in the composed security
target, to verify the developer test results.

ACO-CTT.1-8 The evaluator shall perform testing in accordance with ATE-
IND.2.3E, for a subset of the SFRs specified in the composed security
target, to confirm that the TSF operates as specified.

ACO-CTT.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE test documentation
to determine that it consists of test plans, expected test results and
actual test results.

ACO-CTT.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the base component interface test doc-
umentation to determine that it consists of test plans, expected test
results and actual test results.
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ACO-CTT.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
it provides accurate correspondence between the tests in the test doc-
umentation relating to the testing of the composed TOE and the com-
posed TOE SFRs in the composed TOE security target.

ACO-CTT.2-4 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
the developer execution of the composed TOE tests shall demonstrate
that the TSF behaves as specified.

ACO-CTT.2-5 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
it provides accurate correspondence between the tests in the test doc-
umentation relating to the testing of the base component interfaces
relied upon by the dependent component and the interfaces specified
in the reliance information.

ACO-CTT.2-6 The evaluator shall examine the test documentation to determine that
the developer execution of the base component interface tests shall
demonstrate that the base component interfaces relied upon by the
dependent component behave as specified.

ACO-CTT.2-7 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE to determine that it
hasbeen installed properly and is in a known state.

ACO-CTT.2-8 The evaluator shall examine the set of resources provided by the de-
veloper to determine that they are equivalent to the set of resources
used by the base component developer to functionally test the base
component.

ACO-CTT.2-9 The tests are to be selected and executed in accordance with ATE-
IND.2.2E, to demonstrate the correct behaviour of the SFRs specified
in the composed TOE security target.

ACO-CTT.2-10 The evaluator shall perform testing in accordance with ATE-
IND.2.3E, for a subset of the SFRs specified in the composed security
target, to confirm that the TSF operates as specified.

ACO-CTT.2-11 The evaluator shall perform testing, in accordance with Evaluation of
subactivity (ATE-IND.2), for a subset of the interfaces to the base
component to confirm they operate as specified.

ACO-VUL.1-1 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE to determine that it
has been installed properly and is in a known state.

ACO-VUL.1-2 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE configuration to de-
termine that any assumptions and objectives in the STs the compo-
nents relating to IT entities for are fulfilled by the other components.

ACO-VUL.1-3 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the base
component evaluation to determine that they are not exploitable in
the composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.1-4 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the de-
pendent component evaluation to determine that they are not ex-
ploitable in the composed TOE in its operational environment.
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ACO-VUL.1-5 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the base component that have become known since the completion of
evaluation of the base component.

ACO-VUL.1-6 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the dependent component that have become known since the comple-
tion of the dependent component evaluation.

ACO-VUL.1-7 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential security
vulnerabilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the
composed TOE in its operational environmen.

ACO-VUL.1-8 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing as detailed for AVA-
VAN.1.3E.

ACO-VUL.2-1 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE to determine that it
has been installed properly and is in a known state.

ACO-VUL.2-2 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE configuration to de-
termine that any assumptions and objectives in the STs the compo-
nents relating to IT entities for are fulfilled by the other components.

ACO-VUL.2-3 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the base
component evaluation to determine that they are not exploitable in
the composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.2-4 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the de-
pendent component evaluation to determine that they are not ex-
ploitable in the composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.2-5 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the base component that have become known since the completion of
the base component evaluation.

ACO-VUL.2-6 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the dependent component that have become known since the comple-
tion of the dependent component evaluation.

ACO-VUL.2-7 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential security
vulnerabilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the
composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.2-8 The evaluator shall conduct a search of the composed TOE ST, guid-
ance documentation, reliance information and composition rationale
to identify possible security vulnerabilities in the composed TOE.

ACO-VUL.2-9 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing as detailed for AVA-
VAN.2.4E.

ACO-VUL.3-1 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE to determine that it
has been installed properly and is in a known state.
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ACO-VUL.3-2 The evaluator shall examine the composed TOE configuration to de-
termine that any assumptions and objectives in the STs the compo-
nents relating to IT entities for are fulfilled by the other components.

ACO-VUL.3-3 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the base
component evaluation to determine that they are not exploitable in
the composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.3-4 The evaluator shall examine the residual vulnerabilities from the de-
pendent component evaluation to determine that they are not ex-
ploitable in the composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.3-5 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the base component that have become known since the completion of
the base component evaluation.

ACO-VUL.3-6 The evaluator shall examine the sources of information publicly avail-
able to support the identification of possible security vulnerabilities in
the dependent component that have become known since completion
of the dependent component evaluation.

ACO-VUL.3-7 The evaluator shall record in the ETR the identified potential security
vulnerabilities that are candidates for testing and applicable to the
composed TOE in its operational environment.

ACO-VUL.3-8 The evaluator shall conduct a search of the composed TOE ST, guid-
ance documentation, reliance information and composition rationale
to identify possible security vulnerabilities in the composed TOE.

ACO-VUL.3-9 The evaluator shall conduct penetration testing as detailed for AVA-
VAN.3.4E.
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